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Selected As A Best All Round KentuCky Community Newspaper

Largeat Paid
- Ciretgation Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Soutte of News
,In Murray and
Caftoiiay County
United Press International

In Our IrInd Year

Murray Ky Friday Afternoon, March 5, 1971

Verdict Reache
By Jury In The
Roberts Case

1,1:e424 Mite&till

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 54

Board Rejects
Annexation of
Gatesborough

Dear Mr. Williams
In regard to the write up in
Thursday evening's paper
caneerrung the DECA Sweetheart
contest, there were several
The jury in the trial of Comomissions that deserved public
monwealth of Kentucky vs.
acknowledgement for their
Thomas Roberts brought in a
various donations of money, time
yerdic in the case heard in
and service.
Calloway Circuit Cours on
I most particularly would like
The
Thursday and Friday.
to express a special thanks to the
verdict was as follows:
Murray Rotary Club for sponWe the jury find the defensoring the event, also our thanks
dant, Thomas Roberts, guilty of
gees to Mrs. Grady Cantrell, Mr.
indecent or immoral practices
Terry Chandler and Mr. Franli
with another under instructions
Gonzales for judging the contest.
No. 3 and fix his punishment as
Recognition goes to Merle
confinement in the penitentiary
an Cosmetics Studio,
for two years", according to the
dy's Jewelers and Shirley's
records of the court.
Florist for their contributions.
Roberts has been indicted by
f*ould also like to thank our
the September 1970 Grand Jury
printipal Eli Alexander and our
on a charge of statutory rape
hers,'Mr. Robert Newcomb,
regarding an incident that
r. Cliff garrison for their
alegedly occIred on Saturday
help a
peration.
night, August 22, 1970.
A special
ks to Mr. Chuck Several members of the
The motion for probation for
Simmons,Miss Su irkland, Dr Murray-Calloway County Shrine
The Calloway County Board of
Roberts will be determined by
James Frank and Mt Richard Club attended the regular
Education has unanimously
Judge James M. Lassiter on,
meeting
of
Temple
last
Neathamer
for
providing-.
the
Rizpah
CIRCLE K WEEK—Mayor Holmes Ellis (center) signed a proclamation which designated the
rejected a petition which, if
regular rule„,day on Friday,
night in Madisonville. The
music.
approved, would have allowed
March 12. He is still out on his week of March 7-13 as Circle K week. Pictured with Mayor Ellis are Rick Ward irighti, president of
tinL was preceded by a
It Is extremely important to my
the
local
club,
and
Steve
Henderson,
(left)
secretary-treasurer
of
the
club.
the transfer of the Gatesborough
bond of $10,000 that was set
dinner prepared and
generation to know that people potlu
Estates subdivision from the
following the incident.
served
by
e
Daughters
of
.the
like these and others are willing
Calloway County School District
Wells Overbey is the attorney
to stand behind and support Nile.
for Roberts. Attorneys for the
to the.. Murray__ Independent
today's DECA members who The,membershiP1)*esent-voted--.
School District.
Commonwealth are Boyce
Coinmittee
allow
the
building
to
represent the business leaders of
It was pointed out at the Board
Clayton, Commonwealth Atof the Temple to proceed wJth
tomorrow. Thank you.
meeting held Monday night, that
torney, and,Sid Easley, County
plans to expand the building wilh
Sincerely
if this annexation were allowed,it
attorney. The jury returned the
Dr. Clifford Eubanks
a 55' x 45' addition.
Jo Anne Roberts
would result, in the loss of a
verdict to the court Thursday
DECA Chapter President Those from the local Shrine
By Robert P. Dalton
general which said "reasonable" committee prepared reapamount of revenue
considerable
about 4:30 p.m.
Club attending were Norman
Murray High School
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UP!)— population differences in the portionment bill is to be reported
to the County Board of Education
R.
C.
Klapp,
Wallace
Ford,
The House Reapportionment districts would be pennissable if out of committee when the House
in the coming years.
Jones, Freed Cotham, Jack
Subcommittee had its path counties were not Split.
convenes Monday night. The bill Dear Editor:
The petition was presented to
In the past few days I have Persall, Bruce Wilson, Jack
lighted faintly Thursday with an The opinion offered little other is the committee substitute for
Superintendt'ut' liam Miller by
Beale,
Bill
Anderson,
Edsel
talked
to
many
people
in
Murray
opinion from the state attorney hope for the committee at;- the interim committee's measure
Wendell Allbrtiten, co-owner and
and Calloway County regarding Moffett and James C. Williams.
tempting to re-draw the district introduced a week ago.
developer
of the Gatesborough
the posposed election to make the Moffett is serving as Oriental
Rev James Wilkinson of Fulton
lines of the state House of Breckinridge wrote, "We do
Estates sub-dovision. Mr.
city
Guide
:
this
year
and
is
slated
to
he
sak
the
of
of
alcohol
legal
in
will preach and celebrate Holy
not believe that precise
Representatives.
The chairman for the 1971 Allbntten asked that this petition
Communion at St. John's
in Murray. Many of these. people Potentate of the Temple in 1975 American
State attorney General John B. mathematical equality
the Board of
Red Cross Fund Drive be presented
Episcopal Church, Main and
Breckinridge, in the opinion,. population for legislative nave- been misinformed regar-,
tion.
on
the
campus
of Murray State Education for itsding
this
question.
Broach Streets, on Sunday,
pointed out what the committee districts can possibly be acUniversity will be Dr. Clifford
Presented with the pe1tiqi was
First
there
is
no
such
thing
as
March 7, at 10:30 a. m.
without
already knew: There are no complished
Eubanks, Chairman of the a map of the sub-division and a
public is invited to attend
drawing state or city owned liquor stores
clear.cut court decisions on how gerrymandering
Department of Management of certified copy of the Murray
.e
I"In population district tines to help a certain in tit 4iite of Kentucky: The law
the School of..,Rusiness. His ap- Independent _
Board
of
pr6fifts'that-wkeri'
a
city
of
the
party
to
a
degree
that
would
be
the district Can be leaving what is
pointment
was
Education's
minutes
of
June
11,
announced
by
3rd
Cla
legalizes
the
sale
of
"reasonable" still in question. acceptable to the federal . court.
Bruce Thomas, Calloway County 1970, showing that the Murray
eligible
The House was adjourned for "Thus it would appear that a alcohol, that this city is
The women of the various Campaign Manager. Board had agreed to accept this
centage for one saloon or cocktail bar for Baptist Churches in Murray and
the weekend and the sub- *reasonable' per
_Dr. Euba
Murray _In.
.each
_2500-population-in
the-city
deviation—taking tali -con'MITicay colifity will be-having donations from all faculty and depeecient-School District when
sideration political subdivision and county In which this city is special • -•programs during the
staff members through a faculty certain conditions had.been met.
lines," Breckinridge wrote, "is located.- It also states that there week of March 8-12 in observance
representative ia each depart- The-conditions were:
the standard that the legislature may be one package outlet for of the week of prayer for. home
ment. Student orginizations will -That restitution would have
each
2500
-population.
It
further
to
must comply with in formulating
mission-s.
be contacted and encouraged to be made according to a
Douglas Abbott of the Biology,
formula
its redistricting plans. Also the states that beer licenses may be Rev. Brownlow Hastings of the
The
Murray
Quota
Club
'will
State
Murray
Department of
(Continued on Page Nine)
worked out by the State
same criteria must be applied in granted to groceries, drug stores, Home Mission Board will be
meet Wednesday March 10, at
University told members of the
restaurants as well as beer halls speaking in the programs
Department of Education which
each
section
of
the
state."
6:30 p. m. at the &otithside
Kiwanis Club the history of
would protect the finalicial.
Rep. Jon E. Rickert, D- and beer gardens.
planned at many Of the churches
Restaurant. Members note
Rev. Paul C. Mosteller
So you see that instead of that
sewage disposal at their regular
security of the Calloway County
along
with
other
speakers.
The
(Continued on Page Nine)
change in date.
one pretty little package city or
meet'ni( last night at the
District, and when required
theme for the- week is
Mrs. Ruth Nunnally, district
Womas's Clubhouse.
state owned outlet we will have "Sharing...With One Or One
payment is made to the Calloway
governor from Little Rock, Ark.,
"R.Ine had the first sewage
many of norso pretty saloortis and Thousand:
Mrs. -Gardie Imes- of- Haze County- Board of Education and
-will be the guest speokei . Other
oiepisal system" the speaker
beer joints scattered all over The Annie Armstrong Easter Route Two
left this morning for this area is released.
special guests will be Mrs. Alice
sao "London and Paris have
Murray.
Offilring will also be taken during St. James,- Mo., to attend the Superintendent Miller said that
lieutenant
governor,
Redmon,
entensive disposal systems
Second, many people are under
funeral of her brother, Leonard it "would be an impossibility to
and Mrs. Bethel Williams, A meeting of the Calloway the impression that if the sale of the, week. •
ears," he continued. Abbott
onc an'ow('icLattena
who died suddenly from-education, -Rev. Paul c.- Mosteller, district secretary.
,
County -Youth Demonstation-For
d Mat-the. Uaited States and
—41clifials made legal in Murray', programs to be held at the heart attack.
in Calloway County School
Reservations
for
the
dinner
Southern
Baptist
missionary
to
Christ will be held Sunday,
stern Europe did not have a
. that all the city and county various chore:hes through out the
Kolb died Thursday at St. District if the loss of taxable
eat problem of disease from Thailand, will be the guest should ISE made by noon on March flat 8:30 p m. at the tax problems are al an end. If week. Dates,times,and places of Louis, Mo., where he
resided. He property continued."
Memorial Baptist Church.
the citizens of Murray should many of
Huted water such as the rest of minister at the First Baptist Tuesday.
the meetings are listed is survived by his wife, o
Church
on
Sunday.
He
will
be
in
The
officers,
vote
alcohol
e world has. Kiwanian Morgan
Darrell Gibson,
toitiake the sale of
in The Community Calendar on daughter, five sisters, and thre
presidenT, 'rim Fannin, vice- legal in Murray, Murray nor
Sisk introduced Mr. ABBOTT. charge of both the morning
Heien Hargrove
Women's Page of the Ledger & brothers.
president, Laura Sills, secretary- Calloway County would not
Guest of the Club were G. W. worship service at 10:45, and the
Times.
Funeral
and
burial
servites
treasurer, and Kathy Rogers, receive ANY additional revenue
Patient At Nashville
Hayden, Scout Executive, and evening service at 7:30.
will be held in St. James, Mo.
Appointed by the Foreign
public relations chairman, urge from lax on alcohol.
Circle K members Lynn Keeling
" Mrs. James (Helen) Hargrove
ITEMS STOLEN
each Baptist Church in this area AR taxes tin alcohol are paid
-and Mike Morris.
Four„ Mission Board in 1956, Rev. and
Not Evacuated
Randy, Pace of 203 Maple
of Murray is now a patient in
to send only two youth ini1i the state treasury.
Kiwanians- from Mayfield at- Mrs. Mosteller studied language
tended the meeting. They were in Bangkok and then opened. -Rev.. John D. Kibbons, Ad- .represerstativeg te'the meeting. and each county whether wet or Street, Murray. reported the The MurrayZalloway County Room 238 of Parkview Hospital,
Dr. Bill Simpson, Jim Moore Baptist work in Prachinburi, a ministrator of Lakeshore The Youth Night on March 19 dry .receives it proportionate theft of a -tape player band auto Hospital was not evacuated after Nashville, Tenn., where she is
-5e discussed and it is share. Theo* ne* revenue that radio vahiellat $750.00 and tapes the "bomb scare" just before undergoing special treatment.
Ralph Thomas and Bob Washam. nearby city. Later they were Methodist Assembly, will be the wi11
assigned to Haadyai, Bangkok, guest speaker at Goshen United necessary for all the churches to the city would receive if alcohol valued- at $40.00 to the Murray midnight Wednesday. The weed, The Murray. woman is an
President Durwood Beatty and recently to Bangkla7'where Methodist Church Sunday, March be properly represented, Gibson was sold regally in Murray would Police Department on Thursday not, was left out of the story of.the employee of Coryette Lanes,
report in Thursday's paper.
it 8:10 p.m. Murray.
presided at the meeting. The he is chaplain for the Baptist 7, at eleven a.m.
4(Continued on Page Nine)
Lakeshore Methodist Assembly
Board of Directors met following hospital"' - the meeting and donated $100.00 A native of Mount Dora, is located at Eva, Tennessee in
to the Galloway County Council of Florida, Rev. Mosteller was Benton County, and is an
-Drug FAueation--for profeei9-graduated—from higK school Assembly of the Memphis Annual
-being conducted in the Country, during World War IL and-then Conference groups for pastor's
enlisted in the U. S. Navy. After schools, prayer retreats for
the war,he entered Murray State pastors and varkeue other types
University, and while a student of conference meetings.
Os also used by local churches
there, surrendered to the call to
the foreign mission field. He of the Annual Conference for
United Prow International
studied at Southwestern Baptist planning retreats, spiritual
Theological Seminary in Fort growth meetings, youth retreats,
Kentucky: Fair and wanner Worth, Texas, after his etc., a spokesman said. today. Increasing cloudiness graduation from Murray State, In addition during the summer
tonight and mostly cloudy and then transferred to the it is used for Christian Education
Saturday. Chance of showers Southern Baptist Theological in an outdoor atmosphere for age
Saturday. Mild tonight and Seminary in Louisville, where he groups from fifth grade through
Saturday. Highs today 40s east to received the Bachelor of Divinity family-camp. All groups attend
50s west. Lows tonight mid 30s degree.
for one week.
northeast to 40s southwest. High While a student in Louisville, - Rev. Kibbons is a native of
Saturday upper 50s to mid 60s. Rev. Mosteller served as pastor Paris, Tenn. He received his B.
of the Mitchellville Baptist A. from Lambuth College in 1960
EXTNEDED OUTLOOK
Church, Mitchellville, Tenn., and and his II D. from the Memphis
Extended weather outlook for later as pastor of the Barren Theological Seminary in 1963. He
Kentucky Sunday through Plains
'Baptist
Church,_ is married to thedonner Sue
Tuesday.
Springfield, Tenn., before going Holder of Paris aria they have
Chance of precipitation Sunday to.Thailand.
three daughters. He has pastored
The talents of three gifted high school students from Marra) are
and.in centfal and east portions Mrs. Mosteller will be churches in Gibson. Madison,and
being developed in weekly contests of time at the Village Theatre at
Monday Colder trend beginning remembered as the former Miss. Henry Counties in Tennessee and
Kentucky Dam Village. Each week a new play is performed and
Monday continuing Tuesday. Dorothy Brizendine who, before ih-Graves County, Kentucky.
new lines Must be learned. Tiring? Well, perhaps, but Mary Lee
Highs in the 50s and low 603 their marriage was the director 4'Everyone is cordially invited to
Rriownlield:and Mark Tinsley (both at lefti and Jayda Stuart,
Sunday lonering to the upper 30s of the Baptist Student-Union on worship with the Goshen
• mingling with theatre-goers during a pre-cirtain time buffet din-end the 40a Monday and Tuesday. the Murras. State University trongregation Sunday morning
.reinoot to mind. The production at the theatre this weekend,
I ows in the 3ft Sunday lowering campus. Both Bother and Mrs. and hear Rev. Kibbons preach,
tonight through Sunda). will be "Mark Twain". The season's final
to the teens and low '20s by Musteller are-former members df accordine to Rev. Dossie
prnilin lion. Starch 12-14. will he "Conte Blow Your Horst"
Wheatir church pastor.
the First Baptist Church.- •
we
.1

Loss OfRevenue
Is Cited

Shriners Attend
Meet Last Night
In Madisonville

Attorney General Says 'Reasonable'
Population Differences Permissable

Dr. Eubanks Is
Campus Head
Red Cross Drive

Holy Communion At
Church On Sunday

Special Programs
Planned, Baptist
Women Next Week

Douglas Abbott Is
Speaker At Meet
Of Kiwanis Club

Murray Quota Club
Plans Dinner Meet

Brother Of Local
Woman Succumbs

Rev. Mosteller To
Speak Sunday At
Baptist Church

Youth For Christ
Meeting On Sunday

Rev. John Kibbons
To Speak Sunday
At Goshen Church

The'Weather
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THE LEDGER laCTIMES

inatioruil __Today is Friday, March 5, the.
64111 cia). of 1971 with 301. to
I foilow.
The moon is between its first
quarttx ;aal full--phase.--.
raoratne, stars are Venus.
Mars,.101/at:I. and Mercury.
The evt-:.ing, star is Saturn.
On this llay in history: In 1770 British troops killed
five civilians in the "Boston
Massaere."
lii 1953 the -Soviet Union
announced that Premier Josef
Stalin had died at the age of 73
from a mrebral hemorrhage.
In 1964
British airlin,
crashed into Japan's Moun:
Fuji. killing 124 persons.
.- In 1%8 an Air France jetliner
hit a mountaintop in Goadeloupe, killinK 62 persons.

Pt B1.11.1..) by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
and
Inc.. Co lidation of the Murray Ledger. The Ca:,6
The Tunes-Herald_ October 20, 1928, and the We,st iientuckisri,
January 1, 1942.
103 N. 4th Street. Murray. Kentucky- 42071, Phone 753-1916
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the be
interest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMZR 00,.
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., NOW York'N.Y.
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Entered Daily at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for
transmission as Second Class Matter
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $8.00.
"The Outstanding Civic Amulet of a Community is the
Integrity of its Neespaper"

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER A Tuns Mx

Marine Pfc. James K. Morgan, son of Mr. and Mrs. David
Morgan of Murray Route Five, is serving with the "C" Company,
First Battalion, Eighth Marine Regiment, Camp Lejuene, N
Phillip Sparks, Jimmie Olila, Joe Overby, Susan Evans, Ben
Hogancamp, John Pasco, Evelyn Williams, Ann Story, Nick
Terhune, and Judy Cooper, Murray High School Debaters, won
honors at the Daviees County Debate Tournament at Owensboro
March 4.,
New officers of theWurray State College Women's Society are
Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman, Mrs. Ruth Moore, Mrs. William G. Read,
and Mrs. M. G. Carman.
The Max Churchill Funeral Home has a full page ad on the
celebration of their tenth anniversary at their location, 311 North
4th Street.

C.

20 Years Ago Today
LiDGRIS A Timx8 FILE

When Wet And Dry Have Nothing To Do With The Weather
Dad said that when folks get together and discuss wet and dry
they're usually talking about the weather. After all, the weather iS
a favorite subject, and wet or dry is a favorite discussion concerning weather. However, people not being content with the
simple understandable facts of life have given the terms wet and
dry entirely different meanings.
One day a fellow came to Dad's county and saidi "This here
county ought to be wet." Well, the county had just had more than
their share of rain, so folks thought he was either crazy or up to no
good. Right away one of the local men, who was interested in the
county welfare, walked up to this stranger and said, "Fellow, we
got so much wetness here already we can hardly handle it, and
we don't take kindly to some one wishing us more problems." This
stranger happened to be a slick talker and he said, as he patted
the local man on the back,"My friend, you've misunderstood. I'm
not talking about water from heaven,I'm talking about something
hot in a bottle." This local man got real interested and asked,
"Where did this something in a bottle come from?" The stranger
answered,"One thing for sure, it didn't come from heaven,"
The interested local man asked the slick talking stranger what
his interest in this matter was. The stranger said he was just
interested in.the freedom of activity. He said that people should be
able to do what they wanted to do, and what he wanted to do was
sell something that would make the county "wet", even in the
driest times. The interested local man asked this fast talking
stranger if he was going to make a lot of money from these wet
sales. The money making stranger knew it wouldn't do to tell the
local man that his only interest was in making money, and he
didn't really care about the misery that being wet all the time
caused,so he said,"No,and if I do,I'll give it all to the poor." - •
Dad said this shakey stillarger finally succeeded in fooling no.
one because he started giggling and staggering as begot in his car
which promptly hit the town's only telephone pole.
Dad said the whole town got together and said, "While we can't
keep strangers like this away, we don't have to put our approval
on them."

TENNIS COURT SLIDES AWAY—Gloria Nakamura looks over the edge of what was
a tennis court in her backyard before an earth slide altered the property line in
Pacific Palisades, Calif. The Pacific Coast Highway and Pacific Ocean are at left.

George Washington
As a Lovable Person

Gat Phillips, age 67,died yesterday at thehome of his daughter,
Mrs. Virgil Paschall of Hazel Route One.
Dr. H. C. Chiles, Jack Longgrear, Rev, Harold Lassiter, Mrs.
Rhoda Morris, and Mrs. Murchie Geurin will be teachers for the
Five Night Training Union Study Course at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
Sharpe won over Hardin 57 to 52 to win the District Basketball
Tournament.
M.and Mrs. William Horribuckle are the parents of a son born
at the Murray Hospital March 1.
Miss Robbie Irvan and Miss Jo Workman are in Louisville
,taking their examinations'in beauty culture to receive their
licenses.

Isn't It The Truth!
by_Carl Riblet Jr.
One of the causes of the troubles in our times may
be the effort by fathers to be pals to their sons. Who
ever heard -of a boy who wouldn't rather have
another boy
_ for a pal?

ANCIENT WARRIORS MEET?

"What this country -needs is a little more
in the generation gap."
—Anonymous

A young man dies in Vietnam,
And part of my soul dies with him.
aTcribolle gulps his drink;‘1W-Again, again in senseless rhythm.
A hungry child cries out for food,
My stomach gnaws and feels the pain;

six weeks with families at
Monmouth,, a town,of 2,500 in
the Willamatts Valley.
The youngsters were anxious
to return to their families. The
Ozenna boy said he will miss
the hamburgers he tasted for
the first time at Monmouth, but
wanted to get bark to walrus
meat, his dog and his BB gun
on_Little Diomede.

• Juot
dm Nitely plus
Sat. & Sun..
'1.50 & 75'
Tonite thru Tue..
ii

1101Ditilp4,

By JAN KING
C, oral Mess Washington Cori-cspoudeut
WASHINGTON- George Washington, whom we honor in February, is ttitrally remembered as the sternly grave soldier and
statestrian who needed to remain impassive in order to weather a
life full of both military and civil strife.
The Power,
However, hard as steel though he had to be when the snow ran
Nevertheless, the color I'itn0
thepssion,
the terror
red with blood,'Washington aetualty was a warmiheerto and
H
inaffectionate man who evtrn eompridess wire eeriereery.
04
4 40re'ret*Pit'
-4thilieiegAIMulllg
A Immo;Id
Washington realized that a man wins lasting fame, not on the only 5,15 intended to L, 'tirtry
Wong 1ove
battlefield, but within the ranks cf his own family. Children he but also was taken that st-oshad none, yet fortsine made him Father of His Country. Here from the audience.
1.
sonic of —his letters are comIt 'is this last itens- Inc
t t,,,t .
mmt,,,, trial, Washington made commonly lasts him for his lion of the,, audience whole lifetime."- Letter to Mar- ters most in the 1.1v,
r..garding love and marriage:
• • •
quis de Chastellux, April- 25. derogatory. rental ter:outlt - 1 he
lion. Unless listener, t,itx
"I HAVE always considered 1788.
tours
marriage as the most interesting
moments in. person's .reputatirin
-FAVORABLE
harmed
event in on,'s life, the foundawar, a5 in love, cmce lott are
V
VEL18
tion of- happiness or misery."
othcr 1141.1d. ternateesai F
selaom - regained.- Lettur
indeed be clef.,m,dery !
Letter to Burwell Bassett, May Chevalier de la Ltiz:rne.
'el.
'7- • .;=MilinillanatiNal
who hear it take it as It 023, 1785.
5, 1784.
f."
'
s Motile
A guest at a parts p • • •
,
t
hi,
that
word
"'TIS TRUE, I profess my,
.
EMBRACE the opportiin"I
3
dabbling in ..dultcr,
self a votary love. I acknowli,ty to send you a few words to later sued hint lor
edgethat a lady is in the case.
one whose life hi now insepar- he explained that
it
I feel the force of her :irritable
able from mine. Since that hap- trying to he fahi..%
ties in flue recollection of a
when we made eon
hour
py
I.
1,
"How can I ,
thousand tender passages that
pledges to each other, my
I could wish to obliterate till I thoughts have been ecntinually "when I kali 14, :111 .1{. •
am bid to receive them."- Let- going to you as another self. isn't my (atilt
just did not s.it..hter to Mr.;..Sally Fairfax, Sept.
That an all-powerful Providence
t,
But the Lourt
12, 1789.
may keep us both la- -safety is-. pay damages for I,1;1,n.
prayer of your ever faithful his hnrnorotts intenti,m,
the
"A WIFE! Well, I can hardly
refrain from smiling to find you and affectionate friend '• Let- one judge put it:
'A person shalt tt,t'
are caught at last. Now you are ter to Martha Cusps, July 20,
to murder ;moth(' tt 1
well served for coming to fight 1758.
• • •
jest."
in favor of the American rebels
MO'te, N
IN`e
"I AM NOW fixed at this
Even words
all the way across the Atlantic
Ocean. by catching that terrible seat IMount Vernon) with an defaMaiOry if th,s
T EA . E
Itn
vs
agreeable consort for We, and den sting, Anothet c
_ •
domestic felicity
contagion
repeated
rcfei
hope
to
find
more
happiness
In
cause
of
whirls Bk. the smallpox, a man
ihru Sat. 4'
have can only once because it retirement than I ever experi- local politital In,In
,
enced amidst a wide _and bus- fur and "g,x1Tilc
WM in
tling world." Letter to Riclisrd man was
.
an tittly.slefonui%
Washington, Sept. 20, 1759.
- • • •severe illness ton
if‘
- Under these .
ir
"I RETURN an unalterable
the
affection for you which -neither court held -th.d
time or distance can wnee.--- - seeming praise well ,,_1,1,11y ic
Letter to Martha 'Washington, fainatory. The notto od iF, t,
suit was no less
June 23; 1775.
because it came in Littrust.

wheriqg
eights

A NEW YEAR DAWNS

It is finished.-John 19:30.
What faith! Everything Jesus had hoped for was seemingly
wiped out, but with His last words He still had the nerve to announce that the task. He was-sent to perform was safely completed.

N''.111IMMOMMINIMIMIN

Pointing depicts wedding of-Goorge Washington and Martha Custis.

-Thomas0.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

r

"Many a truth," %ay., .10 ,,kt
proverb, "is spoken in
But what about a ;in 10.0 is
spoken in jest? ls a 1-,t1-.
iN.
ment excusable if the
"only. kidding"?
I'
tWe-Tase
slots personality sho.. a, tie s course of his patter. ret..t-rett .1.,
t e1 --,1 men , ,
one of his guests
of the 'Mafia." .
big lausch}.
from the audience. hut IT-r:
was not amused. In.;tetid, he f.1,s1
.a defamation suit again's-1 n I
•tweeetisieig-,4titn--4 stalitak-te,
innocent person's rood moon.'

-•

A dead animal's skin
lies inflated
between the camps .
of warring men.
Civilizaly the battle goes
amiit mud and grunts
and blood,
as live crowds
gather to
sjout praises and curses
until the hero falls.
In victory,
one army marches,
limping muddy scarred,
heads erect and proud.
In defeat,
-bent forms trudge,
carrying their wounded,
as rrowds-watch
in -delight.
In time,
might this be Rome's
infamous colosseum bowl?
In truth,
It happened in Miami,
in something called
the super bowl!

thott,.thi for the day: Josef
Stalth sanl, -"in the U.S.S.R.,
wark is the duty of every able• botlIt.,1 t lien. according to the
principle lit, who does not, work,
neitt,,r •Th.di he eat."

Barbed Humor

-Bob Little

_

ESKIMO TRAVELER
PORTLAND, Ore. (UPI)He'll miss hamburgers, but
Gabriel Ozenna, 11, is eager to
get home for a good meal of
walrus meat.
Gabriel was one of 28 Eskimo
youngsters, aged 5 to 18, who
Little
for
Wednesday
left
Diomede Island after living for

In wreckage on a country road,
A neighbor's lovely daughter slain.
Jealousy dwells in human hearts;
Maligns, destroys, tears friends apart.
A college lad takes LSD
The-trip is bad-sheer agony.
A Man finds doors closed tight to him,
His flaw-the color of his skin.
No longer pure, the air we breathe,
Our scenic lakes with mercury seethe.

CINECOM THEATRES

And so it goes, the want, the grief,
Injustice, suffering seeks relief.

Adults 11.50-Children 75' 753-6333 Miura

A hope for man, the-new year dawns,
A chance to right the many wrongs,

NIVIJedi

Tonite Doors ooen 7:15
Sat & Sun. Cord from 2

May peace and reason, love prevail,
. And courage reign if wc,....should fail.

Fri., Mon. & Tue doors
Open 315 Sat &

COLOR la Deluxe"
United Artists

'ISO(AO% ind NK
KS Of MtTROUil-S
mESIftr

The challenge is big, rewards are high,
We can do better-let% all try.

-SUN.:"
SOUTH PACIFIC"
Moody.
805 Guthrie Dr.
Murray

hi Audra

44E AOSTRONO-nuolixt-thr
1 7-moiiih„.14
-..1 th.it -h.
I" ill !h.,

.aincut_uf.111.L.
111

1

k•11

he 1
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QUAKE PRECAUTIONS -74id
PLOUBEZRE, France (UPI)
LOS ANGELES (SP!
meettng
theted -The
city schoOls were eva
Wednesday because of possibT Ploubezre Municipal Council
hazard, before new elections March 14
safety
earthquake
bringing to 13.the number,ok finelly ruled on a two-year-old
schools closed since the d e ARroblem: what to do with
the-tOirSVA-ratr---e
structive Feb. 9 temblor.
The Board of, Education
ordered the latest closures It has not been used since
after reports from the Depart- 1968 because there are no
ment of Building and Safety. horses available to draw .it. So
About 9,500 students were Tuesday's council meeting de;
-affected-, They will7-reinusits•-out- rided_to offer_d_for-sale-lf-ititof school until preparations are not sold the councillors ruled,
t.,e.oteti h, bus theni to other I; sill be hurried
.
I, Ilan,

X
ALSO from Sw•den
SCAPIOAViktt=ittrt-big
scandal about servicemen's
clubs that made headlines
months ago has coMe to a
jell' with federal indictment of I'm-islet. Ainly Sgt.
11.4aj. William 0. W(ioldtidge
(above), end seven other
lx'rsn
in i.eR Angeles
They are charged with eonbribery
spit mg . thiotieh
and kirichat.ks to tit fraud
I 'iii

•errn

RATED

AE
'01 5

Ti:. ii

VINCENT
PRICE
the
1!.,mhee
,'and

..NATURALLT1
••-,

TATE

S

(141-11.4
S 140.1

.Doors

s-H-ow Every Friday &
Open 11 .30 Adults Only

-6-c7r
Aciain"
•At's

Mo
Gel

By J
WEST

•
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Montreal- Fans Will Probably
Get More Excited This Year

BOWLING_
STANDINGS

mac

1111e18811011sil
March 5, the,
uitti 301 t(,
ween its first

rs are Venus.
Mercury.
is Saturn.
istory: troops killed
the "Boston
•

loviet Union
remier Josef
the age of
CMOITiiage

tish airlin
aan's Mouw
mons.
ranee jetliner
p in Claudersons.

le day: Josef
the U.S.S,R
I every ableording to the
,es not work
!at."

MAGIC TRI
Bowling League
earned run avarage. Britton is
coming back from a knee
W..L
operation that kept him out last Team
69 2.7
Ezells Beauty School
year.
64 32
Grocery
The Expos' bullpen is in Johnsons
Beauty
better shape than many. Top Kut 'n' Kurl
6212 33'2
firemen are Howie Reed, who Shop
56 40
Kitchen
Country
was 6-5, and Claude Raymond,
56 40
Restaurant
Jerrys
only
club's
authentic
the
54'7 4142
N.H.C.A.
French-Canadian, who was 6-7.
42 54
Owens Food Market
The Expos have a long way
&Country Dress
Town
to go to contend for the pennant
39 57
They were 16 games behind Shop
37 59
Cleaners
Dry
Hazel
year, and
Pittsburgh last
Mauch thinks the Pirates still
High Team Game (SC)
are "the class of the division."
756
Grocery
Johnsons
half-game
a
But they were only
735
Kurl Beauty Shop
'n'
Kut
away from escaping the cellar.
730
School
Beauty
Ezells
Eighty-one wins last year would
place
fourth
worth
been
have
High Team Game (NC
Last year.
1006
Kut 'n Kurl Beauty Shop
And how do you think that
950
Johnsons Grocery
would strike the Montreal fans
Country Dress Shop 935
&
Town
this year, eh, Cherie?

fitely plus
& Sun
& 75'
U

Tue.

outh Marshall Wins Opening,
Round In District Tournament

By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
the Expos up to 81 victories —
UPI Sports Editor
which would be a .500 season?
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. First of all, he's got two solid
SCORING
The South Marshall Rebels. end of the first quarter. South three times before South went in
(UPI)—It's hard to see how pitchers, Carl Morton, the
eked out a 60-55 win over the moved ahead by 3, 19-16 early in front to stay with 1:20 left to go. South Marshall (60)--Cothran
Montreal's marvelous baseball National League's "rookie of
North Marshall Jets last night in the second period but then went Reed was fouled by the Jets' 19, Reed 21, Smith 11, Slack 8,
fans could get any more excited the year" when he won 18
the opening round of the Fourth over five minutes without scoring Rodney Edwards while going in Darnell I, Hall.
than they were in 1970, but they games and lost 11, and six-footNorth Marshall (551—Doughty
District Tournament. The game while North pumped in 10 points for a lay up and he then went to
probably will if manager Gene five Steve Renko, who was 13was a real barnstormer as the to give the Jets a 26-19 advantage the line and made good the three- 9, Hughes 7, Edwards 4, Faith 21,
Mauch's plans for the Expos 11.
point play to put the Jets in front Cocke 12, Darnell, Ringstaff,
score was tied 17 different times with 1:37 to go in the half.
come true.
Hasham.
during the contest and neither Joe Reed hit a jumper for the by three, 54-51.
He's got three solid hitters —
We set 70 victories as a
team could manage more than a Rebels and Sherman Cothran
right fielder Rusty Staub,
FIGURE DIES
BOXING
target last year and it became
Ronnie Faith dropped in two
three point lead until South went followed with a three-point play
whose average dropped to .274
RAPIDS, Mich.
GRAND
a sort of a rallying cry in
in front by Sat the end, picking up and then a 15-ftoter with 29 free throws with 40 seconds to go ( UPI I—Floyd Stevens, former
last season but also included 30
one
Canada —70 in '70," Mauch
4 points in the last 18 seconds on seconds remaining to tie the to pull the Jets back within
National
home runs; infielder-outfielder
the
president of
explained at the Expos' training
score at 29 all at the halftime point, but on the next play Reed Boxing Association and an
four free throws.
Bob Bailey, with .287 and 28
the
camp here far away from
was left all alone under the South
The two teams were evenly break.
homers; and first baseman Ron
member in Michigan
layup to put active
snows at home. "Well, we did it
matched and one major game- The third quarter was more of basket for an easy
Fairly, with .288 and 15 homers.
boxing circles, died Thursday
—we won 73 games in 1970.
56-53.
top,
on
them
deciding factor was South's the same as the two teams
If Mack Jones can rebound
after a prolonged illness. He was
''We think we can win 61 in
Faith drove in for a layup with
sizzling 54.8 per cent field goal swapped baskets, both teams
his 1970 form 1.240 with 14
from
66.
mark up the
'71.'
average. North hit only 32.7 per scoring 13 points to go into the 22 seconds to go to
homers) to his 1969 form ( .270
There's no telling how the
last score from the field before
final frame tied at 39-39.
cent from the field.
22 homers), then the
with
PHILLIFS ELL OUT
Montreal fans will, react to
Both teams were still playing South's final four foul shots.
The game was-hotly contested
Expos will have four solid bats.
PHILADELPHIA f UPD—The
that. Last year they spun the
Tonight's semifinal action will
throughout with South squeezing nip-and-tuck ball in the fourth
Add in Hunt and outfielder
Philadelphia Phillies have anagainst
County
turnstiles of little Jarry Park
Calloway
pit
out a very slim, 17-16 lead at the period and the lead changed
Clyde Mashore, who hit .308
nounced that all 53,371 tickets
1,424,683 times to watch a team
Murray High in the opener at 7
High Team Series (SC)
with 27 homers for Syracuse of
the opening of new Veterans
for
that finished last in the
p.m. and South Marshall will take
2126
Johnsons Grocery
the International League before
April 10 have been
Stadium
National League East, and
on Benton in the nightcap at
2121
Ezells Beauty School joining the Expos last Septemsold. The Phillfes will play the
p.m.
8:45
approximately
that's a record for enthusiasm
EASTERN CONFERENCE
2006
Country Kitchen
ber, and it could be that the
Montreal Expos on that date.
ATLANTIC DIVISION
which, in itself, was one of the
W. L Pd. ITS.
Expos will not be Last in the
best things about rhe Expos
5;
41 4 I«
4
High Team Series (11C)
ferola
league in hitting ( .237 again. Ilnerad
sstsn
*34.534 I
last season.
2743
suaw.
l 54 1. 21
Kut 'n' Kurl Beauty Shop
Infield Lineup.
DIVISION
CESITSIAL
Caution
Sobre
2708
W L Pct, LS.
Johnsons Grocery
The Expos infield will line up
—
33.9
13
311
......
Illernment
How long will it be before
& Country Dress Shop 2701
V 44 .347 10
Town
with Fairly at first, Sutherland Atlanta
CloOnnell
V 45 .275
those fans will have a pennant
By MILTON RICHMAN
admit Willie and I get along
12 60 .167 26n
or Hunt at second, Bobby Wine Cleveland
UPI Sports Writer
contender to get excited about?
as well as any two gays
about
(SC)
Game
Ind.
High
righthanand
short,
( .232) at
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Mauch doesn't answer that ders Bailey or Coco Laboy
206 WEST PALM BEACH, Fla,. could. He has had me over to
MIDWEST DIVISION
Mildred Hodge
W
Pd. GAL
directly, but ha speaks with (.1991-Or_18fthanded hitter- Mary --om/orookee
112-1T- -my --a, -Faye-Hurt —
198 (UPIX1 - Hank Aaron will gladly his house and we even borrow
2
1
Phoenix
44 26 :621 16/
go five miles out of his way to each other's bats.sober caution.
Pneonls
176
Roller
Joyce
Staehle (.218 at third.
Dehel1
VS%
:TS
see a guy who can really hit Hank Aaron looked across the
1
1
17
"You can improve a team
sylVISION
PACIPIC
right,
Except for Staub in
the ball.
W L Pct. 11.11.
clubhouse cat where Eddie
with trading, but you can't
Angeles
—
41 V .425
High Ind. Game (HC)
of Les Fronelme
be plenty
will
there
'So that's what he did the Mathews, a former teammate
9N,
.4/3
produce a pennant contender platooning in the outfield with so
257 other day.
111 40 .41 12v:
Son Dime
Hurt
Faye
41 .437 I3',2
and now one of Atlanta's
141,41
just by trading. You have to righthanders Bailey, • Adolfo
231 'After the Atlahra -Braves
AP .316 22
Brenda Pierce
coaches, was toweling -himself
.'
a-ClInd9ed Oleiden
develop a pennant contender, Phillips, Mashore, and maybe
228
LAST steers WANDS
Mildred Hodge
finished their workout he went off after having hit at least 100
ddeolo at Milwouktot.
•
and that's what we're trying to Don Hahn, and lefthanders Jim
Only Mune Knees/NIS
over to where the PGA.grounders to the Braves'
emthaerf *Wad at Ddralt.
•
00."
High Ind. Seriea_sSC) --,
Fairey, Boots Day, Jim Gosger, --Milwaukee
Chanuaimakija --was- heing—held infielders.
"61146seoli4.
it
York
flew
The Expos made one trade and Jones.
510 SO he could watch Jack
Mildred Hodge
AtioTh4 at Les AneeleL
Chicaso o. Francisco of Se. 0400
—they
winter
the
during
487 Nicklaus Hank Aaron feels a -I remember when Eddie
Parks
Isabel
John Bateman ( .237) is the
W
ir'vS CIMOtilit Omaha
rtitind
acquired second baseman Ron first-string catcher, backed up
458 certain kinship with Jack was playing and we were both
0.1v 10Tefilt-MICIVIONI
Faye Hort
hitting good, we had a good
Hunt. from the San Francisco by John Boccabella 'and Ron
Nick laus
Giants for infielder David Brand.
.1 like bun,' he saysm 'He's friendly feeling toward each
High Ind. Series (HC)
McDonald. Hunt, 30, an aggres635 my favorite "golfer! They other no matter which one of,us
Faye Hurt
What about pitchers behind
sive, all-ost player, brings to Morton and Renko?
607 alwass try to compare him had the better day," Aaron
Parks
Isabel
EASTERN DIVISION
FOREIGN TRADE JACKRABBITS — Nereo Battistuzzi of
said. "Willie and I are on
W. L Pd. SS
the Expos a consistent bat —he
Hodge
576 with Arnold Palmer but he's a
Mildred
Milan, Italy, holds a jackrabbit at Twin Falls, Idaho, one
"We've got a group of fellows vIrainia
46 24 .467
different ball clubs but I think
hit .281 last year. Mauch's glad battling for starting jobs and Kentucky
31 33 .543 I
576 better eolfer than Palmer in
Joyce Harper
of the hundreds he and his uncle are buying from A. J.
New York
33 36 .471 irs
friends.
be
always
Everywe'll
he
but
bat,
a
.437
my
They're
40
31
anyway.
that
2
1
/
15
annum)
have
P;tesourph
to
Tillman (left) and others for shipment to the homeland.
they all look promising,- says Floridians
41 433 lein
body likes to be first but I don't
lot diffrucnt.indicated Hunt isn't automati29 .40 420 len
It seems Italians like to hunt rabbits and there is a
High Averages
•
Mauch. "There's Bill Stoneman, Carolina
does
he
I
anything
and
resent
cally his second baseman.
shortage. The Battistuzzis are paying $1.80 apiece for
168 Different how?
Mildred Hodge
WESTERN DIVISION
Dan McGinn, Jim Britton, John
resents
he
think
anything
don't
Palmer More Popular
W L Pct. OS
"Actually, right now I think Strohmayer, and Mike Wegelots of 100 in good condition. They've shipped more than
163
Marilyn Parks
Utah
Nicklaus doesn't get the I do. If you know him at all
.21
more
11
is
2
Gary_ Sutherland
1,000, so rabbit hunts as fund raising drives are put on.
154
Nance
Wanda
1191
30 111:1
ner.
you know he's not that
then
2impwis
Palmer
gets.
Palmer
nublicity
Denver
familiar with the kind of game
151
Judy Parker
s7 in E1/
St
2
way.
Pen
Bull
fl "
Ace
Texas
pleaser.
crowd
a
of
ploy,"
iSN,Licire
Last NISIIT'S
I want this team to
Jean Chancey
149
Mauch says Stoneman could
erOltarnl
"
New York vs PIttsbureri
Uraerstand, I'm not criticizing Hank Aaron is right about
Mauch said. "Right now I look be ready to "blossom out" any
Kentucky no. Floridan' at Miami,
147 Palmer. He's a hfiluva golfer, Willie Mays.
Betty Dixon
oanws Schechliel
Only
on Hunt as a player who can time. The righthander, who
TONIQIIT S (JAMES
145 but he doE7S- 'things differently
Joyce Roller
MIIMPNIS OT Carolina
help our offense."
191MM:wrenIi virolnia at Notto,k.
145 than Nicklaus. - You've seen
Predicts Aaron's Future
Joye Rowland
pitched a no-hitter in 1969, led
Floridians 14 Kantyck,
Pitchers
Solid
Two
at Ta606.
144 him, how he hitches up his Mays, who'll be 40 in two
Lavaughn Latimer
the club in strikeouts in 1970 Otrwitf
Won.
ot
IneSena
Well, what are the materials but was only 7-15 with a 4.59
Only games schedule!
143 pants, how he waves and al Months and has 628 home runs
Sandra Thompson
with which Mauch hopes to lift
14 that. Nicklaus doesn't do those glosses over any speculation
Isabel Parks
filings. I noticed when he got to about whether he'll be able to
s..‘,
90. % \s,
s.
\
\
N
t. ‘.
\
• •
•
s. \ 9. 9.
\
9.10. ts
the 18th green and the people equal Babe Ruth's record 714
'applauded, he gave it only homers but says right out he
expects the 37-year-old Aaron
this."
FIGHTERS' ANALYSIS
with 592. will have a better
and
\aron
fourth
the
wiggled
NEW
YORK • (UPI )--The
at the mark.
crack
fifn
fingers on his right hand
American Broadcasting Compa-11anklf• pass me," Willie
ny said Thursday that a special
It couldn't be that in 'talking says. "He's got several years
half-hour program Saturday
out the difference between left.••
16:30 pm EST) will feature Joe
Aaron says he'll keep playing
.1:(ck
Nicklaus and Arnold
Frazier and Muhammad All
legs feel good
Palmer,. Hank__ Aaron subscon- as long as his
analyzing each other's recent
feel fine. He
-they
now
right
and
the
about
sciously• was talking
where Mays
knows
fights from, film clips of the difference
he
says
also
between Willie Mays
eventually will wind up.
bouts. Frazier and Ali meet for ;IA himself, could it?
-In the Hall of Fame," Hank
the heavyweight title Monday
'Nq, Hank Aaron said_sloelY -Aaron. says. "Willie is a (inch"
night.
thoughtfully. "I don't think so. I

NBA Standings

riot'
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Aaron Says Nicklaus
Is Better Than Arnie

ABA Standings

CITIZENS
for
COMBS-CARROLL
Present

JviTLAS
:11

1111111=11.1.

Movie
HI
— 3

;

SPRING

n Evening With
Combs-Carroll

BOAT SHOW

Saturday & Sunday, March13 814
Over

BOATS ON DISPLAY!
1
ru Sat.
ITH an

BOATS MOTORS & TRAILERS
of Various Makes, Types and Sizes
(Fishing,Boats - Runabouts - Inboard'- Pontoon Inboard/Outboard, up to 24 ft., and Etc.)

• "The
Ouroge

We Carry A Complete Line of
Fishing Tackle and Marine
Supplies

To

Lo.)
6.

Gov. Combs
Buffet Dinner Tickets
on sale from Ron Christopher
Phone 753-1262 WOW Bldg.
Guest Speakers:
Bert Combs
Julian Carroll
Pres. Harry M. Sparks

* OVER '500 IN DOOR PRIZES! *
:tad Artists

PRIMEMI
i PACIFIC" •
111111111111

Be sure to register.
You do not have to be present to win!

__;t1tAY
gutj,41,

*

2

th;
lee'

1--Ser-eam,1

MACK & MACK
SPORT-A-RAMA

MARCH 9
SUB BALLROOM
7P.M.
With bye entertainment featurmg
Miss MSU
Angie Humphrey
Co-Chairmen

West of Eggner's Ferry Bridge
U.S. 68 "Aurora" on Kentucky Lake
Phorw-474-2-344 -

Don Nanny
Steve Wilson
A NIGHT TO REMEMBER
DEFENSIVE -Trap closes On NAM
Chamberlain (13) of the Los Angeles
Laker% as Dick Cunningha-n (I'M and
Jon McGloclilin of Milwaukee blocii a

.jougamagamossosiotlissemissouster

.. •
pTh -to -04 lgoal Milwaoires scored a
112.97 victory•-for its 17th consecutive
triumph in the Notional Basks/ball Asso.
'
'
• ciation game.

Pa.& ie. 5. Conlas•Csitrall
Sturi9y

***

s
sis

I

Fiwus,

Sty-envie, Siiiyibott- Note'

* *** *
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The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Club will have a
potluck luncheon at the social
hall of the First United Methodist
Church at noon. Hosts and
hostesses are Otis Harrison, Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Hale, and
Mesdames 0. C. McLemore,
-Norman Klapp, Gladys Hale,
Bertha Jones, and Carl Harrison.

Truth best defense
against gossip
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine told me something
that
has upset me terribly. She wouldn't tell me who had
told her,
so there is nothing I can do about It. I suppose that
is why I
am so upset.
She said she had heard that my husband and I were
splitting up. Abby, my husband has had to travel more lately
for his business and I can't go with him, but we certainly
have never been happier, and this splitting up "rumor"
couldn't have shocked me more.
I know there is nothing you can do about it, Abby. I lust
had to tell somebody how heartsick I am. How does a person
go about proving something is a lie?
HEARTSICK
DEAR HEARTSICK: One shouldn't have to. But be
aware that a real friend would not bring you gossip or any
hurtful "sorry-I-can't-tell-yoa-wbo-told-me" tales. Since you
are helpless to do anything about gossip [real or possibly
dreamed up by the one who told you she had "heard" it),
disregard it. A word of consolation: Carriers of such tales
are usually jealous and miserable and take pleasure in
chipping away at the happiness of others.
-13-DEAR ABBY: Once again I've had ad argument about
this business of children sleeping over at the homes of
friends. The ages of mine are 13 and 16.
I always have wanted my children in their own beds at
night, and for that reason I seem to be waging a constant
battle with my children, and worse yet with he mothers Cl
their friends.
Am I such an oddball to Mak that I am
right?_____RS.-1 1
4.

DEAR MRS. J. It.: You're no oddball. Most mothers
prefer to have their children in their own be at night. But
the sleeping over experience is a part at grwerfog am. It's an
exciting, maturing adventure for all kids, and it's fan. Se
don't deprive yours of it after you've checked out everythjng
and are satisfied that Mere is nothing to worry about.
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the mother who wanted to
know how much to charge her son room and board when he
came home from Viet Nam sent cold shivers up my spine
Tell that mother that she should get down on her hands
and knees and thank God for sending her son home to her.
Our son went to Viet Nam, too. We never charged him
room and board before he went, and we wouldn't have
charged him anything when he came back. Unfortunately. we
didn't have to make that decision because he came home in a
sealed casket
A MOTHER: KINGSPORT, TENN.
DEAR ABBY: About the husband who complained
because his wife looked like a slob in the morning and her
sister [who stayed with them] always came to the breakfast
well-groomed, sweet-smelling and cheerful. [The sister had
to go to an office job.) The husband said he had started to
make comparisons and wondered if maybe be didn't marry
the wrong sister. He also said his wife didn't have to work.
Did he mean be provided his wife with a cook and
housekeeper?
I have a suggestion for the wife. Stay in bed all morning.
Then your husband won't have to look at you.
MARGE IN .HOUSTON
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Parker-Dodd Vows To Be Read

Mose ?WIWI er f13-41111117

.
Milt. J. B. Barham ..
I

Mrs. Dan Billington at tint p.m.

L.

The Mettle Bell Hays Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
social hall at seven p.m.

aftrAr4

VOW

One Woman Fashion Executive Board
Show Is Feature
Almo PTA Has Meet
Area Charm School Members of the executhe

The Cordelia Erwin Circle of
the South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church is scheduled to
meet at seven p.m.

board of the Almo School ParentMiss Shelly Bergerhouse,
Teacher Association met at the
Fashion Representative for
school on Monday, March 1, at
Vogue-Butterick Pattern Comone-thirty o'clock in the afthe
Theta
of
The
Department
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
pany, will present a one woman
ternoon.
Sisterhood will meet at the home Murray Woman's Club will have
show, "Meeting Fashion Right",
Mrs. M. D. McGinnis,
of Mrs. George Hart at 7:30 p.m. a potluck dinner meeting at the
at the Purchase Area Charm
president, presided. Plans were
Hostesses
house
at
6:30
club
p.m.
Annual reports will be given and
Schools, Thursday, March 11, at
discussed for a potluck supper to
will be Mesdames C.'W Jones,
officers will be elected.
the assembly room of the RECC
be held in honor of the basketball
Charles Hale, Robert Hopkins,
Building, 2900 South Beltline
players and cheerleaders. Mrs
Ben Humphries, Lloyd P. Jacks,
Highway, Paducah, aFrSwaturThe annual observance ot
Kenneth Starks gave the
A. L. Hough, and Miss Martha
day, March 13, at the
ship
World Day of Prayer will be held
devotion.
Guier.
of
Methodist
the
Hall
First
at St. John's Episcopal Church,
Refreshments were served by
Church, Mayfield, from 9:30
1620 Main, at seven p.m. The
Mrs. Joe Walker.
Monday, March I
a.m.-12:30 p.m. The public is
public is invited to this service
Others present were Mrs
The Sigma Department of the
invited.
and to use the church all day for
Turner, Mrs. Lam
Harold
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Miss Bergerhouse is a graduate
private prayer.
Woodall, Mrs. Ned Galloway
at the club house at 7.30 p.m.
of Kansas State University with a
Mrs. Paul Hopkins, Mrs. Howard,
Hostesses will be Mesdames
B. S. in Home Economics and
The Waiting Wives Club will
Bucy, Mrs. William Miller, and
Tommy Alexander, Harry
Clothing Retailing. She is a
meet at the home of Mrs. Sharon
Principal Tom Rushing.
Furches, William Smith, A. B.
former National Semi-Finalist in
Stubblefield, 1669 Ryan Avenue,
_
Crass, Thomas Hopkins, and
Magazine's
Glamour
Best
at 7:30 p.m. For information call
Bobby Toom.
Dressed Co-ed Contest, which she
753-9622.
won with clothes of her own
The Olga Hampton Baptist
construction.
Sunday, March 7
Church
Spring
Women of Sinking
Besides her retail experience in
Women of the Moose will attend will meet at seven p.m. with Rev.
a college shop while serving on
the Mid-Winter conference at Brownloe Hastings as the
Miss Alyce Lorraine Parker
their fashion board, she has also
Madisonville. Transportation speaker.
been exposed to other retail Mrs. George Hart and Mrs. W.
available and all members are
Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Parker of Clarksville. Tenn., formerly of
operations like Swanson's on the Z. Carter were guests of the
urged to attend. Contact any
Baptist Women of Hazel Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of Plaza
in Kansas City, Missouri. Paris, Tenn Christian Women's
officer for a ride.
Church will meet at the. church their only daughter, Alyce Lorraine, toiGeorge Randloph Dodd Shelly
was also a member of the. Fellowship monthly luncheon
annex at 1:30 p.m.
May D & F fashion 'board in Tuesday. They were invited to
Rev. James Wilkinson of
The groom-elect is the son of Mrs. Joel Ann Whitlock and the
Denver, Colorado.
Fulton will preach and celebrate
show slides and report on the
Baptist Women of Elm Grove late C. D. Whitlock of Murray and of George R. Dodd II of Martin,
Miss Bergerhouse's one woman World Convention of Churches of
Holy Community at 10:30 a.m. at Church will meet at the church at
fenn.
show, "Meeting Fashion Right", Christ held in Adelaidef Australia
St. John's Episcopal Church, L 30 p.m. with Mrs. Albert Crider
Miss Parker is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High School.
will show how to select and use last October. _
Main,and Broach.
.
as the- leader. She attended Austin Peay State University, Clarksville,- Tenn.,
accessories right for today's There
were twenty-four
and Murray State University. She is now employed by I assiterfashion and right for,you.
present for the regular meeting
Girl Scout Sunday will be ob- Baptist Women of First Church
McKinney Datsun:
Another interestin,g-part of the of the women's organization held
served: 11 -Tsiii—SttitTst'a70. will-Frieet‘atIllie-rhurch-it rani
HlgfrSchodl,itMród9graduatdf'Mliitür,
Brownies are encouraged to a.m. with Mrs. Calvin Morris as tended Murray State University. He is now employed in con- Area Charm Schools will be a in the church dining room where
fashion show presented by Miss a potluck luncheon was served.
attend the church of their choice the leader.
struction work.
Maggie Cochran, Staff Home Mrs.
and to wear their uniforms.
Caldwell,
William
The wedding will be solemnized oy Saturday, March 13, at the
Economist, with Maytag Com- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Tuesday, March 9
First United Methodist Church.
pany Home Service Department. Littleton of Murray introduced
Monday, March 8
MSU Dames Club will meet in
In addition to showing the latest the Murray speakers. Slides of
The Murray Unit of the Room 103 of Academic Class
Students may contact the prinfashion, Miss Cochran will show the World Convention and
National Hairdressers will meet Building at 7:30 p.m. For trancipal's office in their respective
hew to launder modern fibers and Australia and items of interest
at 6:45 p.m. for a business sportation all 767-4198
information.
schools for further
fabrics.
meeting at Ezell Beauty School.
from the "Down Under" conHostesses for the eevening
The Charm School is planned tinent Were shown.
A Redkin Lapinal color clinic will The Murray Neighborhood Girl
were Mesdames Ted Bradshaw,
and
presented
as a cooperative
be held at 7:30 p.m.
Scout Council will meet at the
Glenn Rogers, Lawrence Philpot,
effort of the Purchase Area
The U.S. petroleum, indusFirst Christian Church at 9:30
and Harold Hurt.
Clothing Leaders of the try spent more than $2 billion
The Almo School PTA will meet am). Members note (-kluge in
Cooperative Extension during 1966-70 for air and
at the school at two p.m.
meeting place.
When selecting fahri.:4,look Homemakers Clubs and the water conservation, according
for those that burn slowly and University
of
Kentucky to an American Petroleum InAlmo PTA men's and women's Girl Scout Craft Show will be at
ars. inherrrol flame-retardant Cooperative Extension Service stitute survey.
basketball teams will be hosts to First Christian Church from
or .havc been treated with a Home Economists, coordinated
the Kirksey PTA teams at 6:30 three to five p.m. and seven to
permanent flame retardant fin- by Catherine C. Thompson and Kentucky. The program is open
p.m. at Almo. Admission will be nine p.m. Admission five and ten
ish, suggests Rollin ,Sehneider. Dean Roper, Home Economists to the public. Registration fee
5 and 50 cents.
cents.
Extension spiels' specialist at Specializing in Clothing and 81.00 for Adults and fifty
cents for
the lIniversits of Nebraska. Textiles, for the University of students.
Group III of the First Christian
Morning Circles of the First
Church CWF will meet with Miss United Methodist Church will
C •<••••.....
• wc
Rozella Henry, 1716 B Wells meet at 9:30 as follows: Alice
Blvd., at 7:30 p.m. with the Waters with Mrs. Haron West,
program by Mrs. Harlan Hodges. 1301 Olive Boulevard; Bessie
Tucker with Mrs. Richard Tuck,
Paul Pontitoon
The Suburban Homemakers 218 Woodlawn; and Maryleona
Club will meet with Mrs. Harry Frost with Mrs. Jim Garrison,
Russell at seven p.m.
Oakdale Drive.

Two Murray Women
Present Program
At Paris, Tenn.

The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet with

Paul Pontitoon Is
Guest Speaker At
The Westside Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Debris The Kappa Meet

WIG SALE
3 DAYS ONLY!
Thousands To Try On At Your Leisure
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC — WASH & WEAR STRETCH WIGS
PERMANENTLY PRE-SET
BRUSH AND GO
Unbelievable at

Fabulous Selections
.1., Tor
Q...• 04.60.00r.
1.0 I
yaw Irs,..••161. Tow Noma 10 •Ilona.

400 Woes nyiwr
0•• M.A.er,111.
TiMP.
0. ...meet rbl. Ube

• h..,

All The Newest Salon Wig Styles At Warehouse Prices.

WHY PAY MOIL??
WE'VE

*Csoleys

GOT 1M

WPM]
. A SELECTION!
*Greek Boys
Loot
▪ andoq.
•Dirtch boys

••• ‘..•••

0.11efe.0

'Set, ghh

A0.1 111.0.14. T.
r...

I

*Shags

%.100.455
•••er0.0d
Weds&

China Dolls

10.111.“ 00 1101,
T.•

Values From '50" to '75"
These same wigs sell fat ff., • , much wore at the big wig boutiques, boatith salon.
etc. Come in and see. Tu‘e advantage ol these low, low sworehcow prices, now

Why Pay

More?

OPEN

Thurs.-Sun., 4th-7th

LOCATIONr_t
0 SERVE YOU:
2

, MILWAUKEE, CHICAGO
ovf R ,
ET
t c) 000 SO(0 IN DOSTON. DnF•

IN

IN MAYFIELD

HOLIDAY INN SHOWROOM
f, ,4AV & U S 458Y fit Pass At Us US 121 J.
*

4

MURRAY

HOLIDAY. INN SHOWROOM
h4sy 611 South

ONLY 3 DAYS LEFT! *

The Arts and Crafts Climb will
meet at the home of Mrs.'olaines
M. Lassiter, Wells Boulmited. at
2:
,30, p.m. with Mrs. 'isiteleu
Lassiter as hostess.
•
Ratitist Women of Hazel

Rev. Brownloe Hastings, Home
Mission Board, will speak at
seven p.m, at the Elm Grove
Baptist Church
.
..
lie% Earl War-ford wit meet at
7 'Inn
Church
At Fir t

6:30 Cere
7:00 Tele
7:05
7-15
7:30
8:00
,
8:30
5. 9:00
V:
1J" 1000
-441% 10:JU
Ulitt
11:00
11:30
Is
12:00
12:3u
1:00
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:uu
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00 Seen
6:30 Dim
7:00
7:30 Bill
8:00 BOI1E
9:00 Bold
10:00 See
10:30 Ton

5:45
6:00 Mon
6:30
7:00 Tads
8:00
8:30
9:00 Dish
••••• • 9:30 Cone
10:00 Salt
•
• 10.30 Hol
11:00 Jeo
.
at11:30 Whi
12:00 Noe
1206
1244__
=4111---1706-Tiait
1:30 Doct
.174
2:00 Anot
2:30 Brig
3:00 Anot
3:30 Star
4:00
4:30 Wild
5:00
5:25 New
5:30 New
6:00 Seer
6:30 Red
7:00 Lau,
7:30
8:00 Mom
8:30
9:00
10:00 So
10:30 To

Ti
7
9
/ 10

••••

Lee at 12: 30 p.m.

The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met on
_ Tuesday. March 2,-- at- sevenTuesday, March 9
Pridence thirty o'clock in the evening
the
New
at
Homemakers Club will meet with the Clubhouse.
Mrs. Terry Housden at one p.m. -A Glimpse at Southeast Asia"
was the program theme for the
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 meeting.
Mrs. Harold Hurt,
Order of the Eastern Star will Chairman, introduced
the
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 speaker, Paul
Pontitoon, who
p.m.
presented an informative talk on
his native country of Thailand.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of The
group was especially inBeta Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30 terested in the contrast of the
cost
p.ni.
of living between the United
States and Thailand.
Baptist Women of Elm Grove Pontitoon has been
in the U. S.
Church will meet at the church at
for 242 years. He formerly lived
9:30 a.m. with Mrs. Floy Caldwell
in St. Louis but has recently
as leader.
moved to Murray and is working
at the Maray-Calloway County
„Baptist Women of Hazel
Hospital _as
medical
a
Church will meet at church annex
technologist.
at j.:30 p.m.
Following the program, Mrs.
Harold Hurt presided over a
Olga Hampton Baptist Women
business meeting. Mrs. Jim Hall
of Sinking Spring Church will
reported that all schools had been
meet at the church at 1:30 p.m.
contacted regarding the essay
contest sponsored by the Kappa
Baptist Women of First Church
Department of the Murray
will meet at nine a.m, at church
Woman's Club. The contest is
with Rev. Brownloe Hastings as
opened to all students from the 7speaker.
12 grades. First prize will be a $25
savings bond and second prize
Wednesday. March 10
will be $10 in cash. The deadline
South
The
Murray
for the contest is March 12.
Homemakers Club will meet at
10:30 a.m, at the home of Mrs.
Harold F:versmeyer. A potluck Church will meet at the church
luncheon will be served.
annex at 11 a.ni. for program by
Rev Brownloe Hastings. Potluck
The
Grove lunch and program in afternoon.
Harris
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Gerald
Wednesday, March 9
Richardson at one p.m.
Olga Hampton Baptist Women
of Sinking Spring Church will
The Pottertown Homemakers meet at seven p.m. with program
Club will meet at the Holiday Inn by Rev. Terry- Sills at regular
at ten am,
prayer meeting.

vii

V

11
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7
8
9
10
11
12

2
3
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It comes in three economy sizes.
These ore just some of the sizes Volkswagens come in. Regular,large and giant
economy size.
Regular, you know. It's the familiar
beetle.
Large, is our Sqoareback sedan. It
holds more than the largest trunk of the
largest sedan.
Giant economy size is our big bus.
like box. It holds nearly twice as much
as the overage siatIon wagon.
And all three VWs do everything you

9
10
11
12
1-

411
7

expect a Volkswagen to do.
They hove air-cooled engines lin the
rear, of coursel. So there's no water to
boil over or freeze up. And no need for
antifreeze.
And they're easy on gasoline. The
bug.and the Squareback average about
26 miles on a gallon. The box about 23.
So you see, no matter what size we
make Volkswagens, they're all economical.
Why not come nod size one up?

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN INC.
800 Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone 75341850
Open Mon. thru Sat. 730 A.M. Ill 5 P.M.
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W14C-5

WSMI-4

WSIX.11

John Wayne & Co. [His Family) Carry On

_

'
n
FRIDAY-XLIRC41-3:19

Television notes

SUNDAY
6:30 Cerebral Palsy
7:00 Telethon-Cont,
7:05
7.15
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
8:3U
10;00
10:36
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:UU
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00 Scene at Nix
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.gular meeting
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Know Your Bible
Sego Bros.

Penelope Pistop
Carl Tipton
Jubilee

World Tomorrow
Wonderama

Look up & Live
Oral Roberts
Faith For Today
Nevertheless
Face the Nation
Animal World
Roy Skinner
NHL Hockey

NEW YORK (UPI) - The
two-hour version of Charlotte
Bronte's "Jane Eyre" novel
starring George C. Scott and
Susannah York will be telecast
by NBC sometime in March.
The drama was taped in
England.
••

Johnny Quest
Cattanooga Cats
Bullwinkle
Discovery
Flipper
Pet Set
News C,onf.
Soul of The City
NBA Basketball

star in a one-hour special for
CBS on March 14. The show
will spotlight his activities in
the various music fields in
which he works. Others on the
show will be Barbra Streisand,
Tom Jones and ballet star
Rudolf Num!,rv
* * *

Outstanding talent being
recruited by ABC for the new
children's series, "Curiosity
Shop,"
scheduled for next
season, includes Ray Bradbury,
noted science fiction writer;
George Pal, producer-director
of numerous movies, and composer Henry Mancini, who will
contribute the program's musical theme.

3:15 Am. Sptsmn.
Big Valley
MoVie

The National Academy of
Arts and Sciences has extended
through March 16 the eligibility period for the 1970-71
Emmy Awards.
The earlier
deadline had been Feb. 28.
Eligibility dates from March
16, 1970.
CC.

* * *

issift
"I'M HAPPY and excited at
finding myself among free
men again," said U.S. agriculturist Claude L,- Fly
(above) on being released
by terrorists in Montevideo, Uruguay. They kidnaped him Aug. 7 and left
him on hospital steps seven
months later suffering a
heart attack.

The non-commercial Public
son Patrick Wayne.
Broadcasting Service video netThis year's telecast of the
he
ping
Between two films,
work will telecast three ABC
Broadway Theater's
Tony
By ARMY ARCHERD
Roger Mudd
did seven others with his dad.
News specials on ecology under
Correspondent
Association
Awards
Press
will
be
Central
on
the
AB?:
Johnny Cash
Lassie
FQ; CORRECT
a granthy Xerox Corporation„
MICHAEL, oegaii as a stunt network from 9 to 11 p.m.
HOLLYWOOD-While most parents wonder and worry about
6:30 Disneyland
Hogan's Heroes
which sponsored the original.
yaonun
d g
biTwi
t playereek
thing for myself,
, B
in "You're
ofuil
're
m March 28. The ceremonies will
"I'll
say
one
Wayne
says
John
their
children,
7:00
F.B.I.
Ed'Sullivan
Only
airing ofthe programs on ABCBritish
come from the stage of New
I've got good kids."
7:30 Bill Cosby
John has just worked with three of his seven in "The Million With his father. Then he ap- York's Palace Theater. Because TV in 1969. The specials are:
8:00 Bonanza
Movie
Glen Campbell
DAY OR NIGH
Dollar Kidnapping." His eldest, Michael, 35, is the producer, peered with him and Maureen this will be the 25th anniversary -Mission Possible: They Care
9:00 Bold Ones
CBS News Special
Patrick Wayne, 31, is playing his eldest son "James" in the in John Ford's "The Quiet Man." of the awards, producer Alex- for a City,- "Mission Possible:
edaspr
rreodsutactionr assist.
10:00 Scene at Ten
western and John Ethan is cast as his grandson kidnapped by ,lie v.;ortkhe
News
News
They Care for the Land" and
ant on
Wayne
"Hon- ander H. Cohen is arranging "Mission
Richard Boone and his band of outlaws.
Movie
10:30 Tonight Show
Possible: They Care
Perry Mason
"I've always told all my kids," big Duke said, "if you get in do," working his way up to that the entertainment will
for the Nation." The PBS teleMONDAY
trouble, come to me and I'll help you no matter what it is if president of Batjac, but his fa- consist of highlights of the
earn
musical stage
during that casts will be on March 9, 10
you tell me the truth. But don't ever lie to me, or you're on your
Country Journal
5:45
at
n hwisheenpnw
rae quarter of a century instead and 11.
own. Because if there's anything I hate, it's a liar.'
of
were kids too," Michael recall- of excerpts from current musNews
6:00 Morning Show
"And I don't believe one of 'em ever has lied to me."
Kuntjt ky
Real McCoys
-jack Gayer
Morning Watch
6:30
"My mother," said Patrick, "taught us manners and things ed, "if we wanted something, icals nominated for the conwe had to do something to earn
to
in
tried
father
Bozo
that.
My
like
7:00 Today Show
test.
Mexico, with him during the
still character and responsibility location work in "The Million
Captain Kangaroo
8:00
Patrick reveals, 11ity father
was
he
sometimes
And
us.
into
Romper Room
* * *
Mike Douglas
Dollar Kidnapping" were not taught me everything I know
8:30
pretty stern. We got spankings
Hazel
aU three of
9:00 Diah's Place
but about acting_ and _film-making.
good_ when- lie -was • around, 1_ _9,!11Y
Ross_Martin,welLineinemlnrHillbillies ost -11hporVant-of it lie
9:30 Concentration
remember I wail'.aweds Patrieka-tere-e4tildriear-ae
ed as co-star of "The Wild, Wild
the apple of his eye, and Marisa taught me to be a pro.
Gourmet
10:00 Sale of The Century Family Affair
size. And then there's that voicewho twists him around his fin"Once I had to ride a horse West" video series, 'has been
That Girl
of his. You know he whispers
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
ger.
and
it didn't look good so they signed by Universal to play the
canyons."
-across
Bewitched
Where Heart Is
11:00 Jeopardy
• • •
• • •
had to shoot it over. My father title role in "Charlie Chan,"
World Apart
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
"I REMEMBER," Duke said, said, 'You better learn to ride a film designed for television
-HE HAD us trained," grinned
All My Children.
News r2:00 Noon Show
R.-the in- use. It is hoped that this will
Michael, "so all he had 'to -do -wherc-"T'atriek war In high a horse' Or:ge.t
,
lo
col- he
to me and said, dustry!' And I did.
Singing Cony.
12:05
result in a new video series
to reach for his belt, and
and Try Our
want
'I
still
don't
ow
what
I
As The World TurnsLet's Make A Deal Wie'ri sane Munn Mat hP's
Practiced until ,had the about_ the famous factional
12.$)
tn
-tre.
—
'Never
Ind
-what
you
horse-Eider di:infra -anirdidirt Chinese detective, long in the
-FresliKy. Lake Catfish
Newlywed Game-fitrei .Ieii-dored thing
great father." And it's plain,
Totriays of Our
First learn have to worry about him any
-Conntry Hams and Steaks
Dating Game
in fact, that all his _children want to be Y
Guiding Light
public eye via books, movies,
1:30 Doctors
to
be
a
man
and
gets
an
educamoire and could concentrate-on worship John Wayne. ,Patiick,
-All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
Gen. Hosp,
radio and television.
Secret Storm
2:00 Another World
tion.
THEN
you
cart
decide
the acting. And I've applied
Michael, Toni (Mrs, Don Cava,
6a.m.to 10p.m., 7days a week
One Life
*
*
*
Edge of Night
2:30 Bright Promise
what
you
want
to
be.'"
that same lesson to everything
whose husband is her father's
- J.C. GALLIMORE Dark
Shadows
Pyle
Gomer
World
Another
3:00
So Patrick went through Loy- else."
burliness manager), and Melinda
NEW YORK
(UPI) Lucy Show
Gilligan's Island
3:30 Star Trek
(Mrs. Gregory Munoz), are ola University as a biology ma,- They went thata-way --- all
Composer Burt Bacharach will
Dan Boone
Movie
Wayne's children by his first jor and. Michael through the the Waynes!
4:00
wife, Josephine Saenz; John same place studying business
4:30 Wild,_Wild West
Ethan, Aissa, 14 and Mirissa, administration. They were four
News
5:00
4, his children by his present and eight respectively When
Weather
5:5 News
wife, .farmer Peruvian actress their parents were divorced, but
News
News
5:30 News
Pilar Palette. And at last count, they used to visit their father
Jeannie
News
Six
6:00 Scene at
Wayne had 18 grandchildren at during locations. He was usuLet's Make A Deal 63.
Gwismoke
6:30 Red Skelton
ally off on location somewhere
Newlywed Game
"The greatest joy of my life," and that was how they got
7:00 Laugh In
John said, "is that my kids and started getting into the film inThe Real Game
Here's Lucy
7:30
Dikeereo
llyandaridis have sold na• on thaketiatry.
Marrastry RFD
8:00 Movie
idea they like to have me around.
Pat was 11 when his father
Doris Day
8:30
And what I hate about going on gave him his first rale in "Rio
Burnett
Carol
9:00
location is that it takes me Grande" which starred Duke
News
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
away from them."
and Maureen O'Hara who's
Dick Cavett
Mery Griffin
However, Wayne manages to playing_ Patrick's_ mother in
10:30 Tonight Show
get around that. In Durango, -The Million Dollar KidnapSpell Dovm
tteport

Like father, like sons-(from left) son Michael Wayne, dad John

Wayne fancl
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Movie
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SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
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7 :00
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:00 Del Rewns
7 Nashville Music
:00 Wilburn tiros
:Se Porter Wapner

4

- Tat.“"v'd
CBS GIN Classic
CBS Golf Classic
Movie:
"Sign of Phoan"
Woods n' Waters
Me* hews

Sew

N

\

\

liV

1

MUCH

Lancelot

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

12 ::11 `411&111:

,
vv
.....
,.,. i.,.,\• ......
.

American Banishing
Wrestling
Wrestling
Bill Anderson
Sports Challenge
Pro Bowlers Tour
Pro Bowlers Tarr
Pro ISOWletra Tour
Wide World of Sports
Wide World of scertr
Wide World of Sport
F*him

NORMAL

off
r MPIR A T LIRE
ARIAS
easel) ON Peer/ONA1 woAn.e lyi

1=
PRIC,affsION
35 0111 icogr_Asf •

When you pay about half
as much you get a lot more
for your money

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Untamed Wend

News: 'rat ; SpOrts
Sparhi eAblatent limos'**
LANWeriCe Welk
ai
rlih
i4NMs
'tt
Ardy
6 it"
:
r dne
6, -rillams
7 :!.1),Ah.
VP'&•efrireme V.:7144r
Pearl
Arnie
B-Glass
8
Young Lawyers
Mary Teler,moore
om Boat"

I

mann!'
10 Movie
Monnlo
30 Marie
A ill News; Wthr.; SteartiNews: Wthr.i Sports
Perry Mason
V:311

11

12
I

Csrom_t_EL.
d1_,

= PeNW
;Von
a

:i•fer.a.:

Le r - Ma."
"Against All

Young Lawyers
Hugh X Lewis
News; Whir ; Sports
Dick Cann
Covett
Okk Coven

Palsy

rrireorr Paler

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock In PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need -and use
service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
•A
Supplies, Itquipment. maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know flow to tailor repayment pro11 vley grams to their production and income.
Talk over_your money needs-any season of the year
a seasoned money
oro, the man at PCA.

p the
'er to
,d for

The
Mout
Ji 23.
• we
eco-

a?
*,

Ca

_ MILKY WAY.-Nlarking ale first shipment of its kind
Read of Cittp-ni
Airlines DC-8 for' flight to Milan. Italy.

That's what you're paying in average cost for the electricity you. buy.
Just about half the national average.
getting a lot for the money you spend
This means that
fbr electricity. Getting a lot in the work your appliances do for you.
In better environment in your home,through-your heating,_cooling
and lighting systems. In better living throughout-your-home.
In our area, you're getting a_lot more for the molley you spend
for electricity than the average U. S. customer. In our area, fresh,
,clean electricity still does it best'— at low cost.

fr
&teacoEs
esk

Murray Electric System

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

E. S. Ferguson, Superintendent

Keys- Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753 5602
305 North 4th Street

:4

•

ELECTRICITY
IT BEST,

A
4
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DON'T FORGET. HIRE THE VET!

Next Week's TV

Four-hour Movie, Jack Benny
And NCAA Head Week's Viewing
comediennes Joan Rivers and
man discovers he is an outlaw on at 9 concludes "Vanished."
Moms Mabley are on Pearl
10
at
Special"
News
has
he
"CBS
partners
from
the lam
offers "New Voices In The Bailey's ABC hour at 8:30
NEW YORK (UPI)—An am- cheated.
movie-for-television Ruth Buzzi and Arte Johnson South," a look at newly elected NBC's movie at 8:30 screens
bitious
entertainment is on the schedule are spotlighted on "Rowan and Southern governors regarded as 1961's ,."The Pleasure of his
on
for the new week. It is a four-hour Martin's Laugh-In" for NBC at 8. moderates on the racial issue Company" televised in 1967
CBS. Debbie Reynolds and Fred
n ished,"that will be NBC World Premiere Movie at
WEDNESDAY
•
dra ia, '
spread over Monday and 9 offers the first half of
NBC's "The Men From Shilo" Astaire star in this comedy of an
Tuesday evenings.
of
at 7:30 p.m. has "The Town ex-husband who returns for his
-Vanished," dramatization
NBC also has a Jack Benny Fletcher Knbbel's best-seller Killer." Regular James Drury daughter's wedding and tries to
special on Wednesday, and two about intrigue in Washington, D. plus guest players Howard Fluff, break up the match.
opening games in the annual C. disappearance of top adviser Brenda Bent, Lloyd Etochner and
FOR PRESIDENT?'
NCAA college basketball tourney to the President of the United Peter Lawford. The Virginian YORTY
(UPI --MayANGELES
LOS
Saturday.
States causes world-wide waves. challenges a sophisticated outlaw
Sam Yorty says he may
CBS offers a new -Dr. Seuss" In the cast are Richard Widmark, who controls a frightened or
enter the New Hampshire
animation special Wednesday, as Tom Bosley, James Farentiro, community.
presidential primawell as a program about current Larry Hagman,Robert Hooks, E. CBS preempts "Men At Law" Democratic
challenges what he
nobody
if
ry
American family mores starring G. Marshall, Eleanor Parker, and ''To Rome With Love," 7:30- calls dovis candidates
Robert Young.
Arthur Hill, William Shatner, 9,for two specials. From 7:30 to 8
idates.
Highlights (Times EST
Robert Young and Skye Aubrey. is "Dr. Seuss" The Cat In The
Yorty, a maverick Democrat
SUNDAY
ABC ati concludes rescreening Hat," animation comedy based
mayor here since 1961, told
and
Ed Sullivan's CBS hour at 8 of "Mutiny on the Bounty."
on the well-known children's book
conference Wednesday
news
a
from
spotlights talent a innowed
about a magical cat who relieves
TUESD A Y
want the field left
not
did
he
U. S. military bases throughout
ABC's "The Mod Squad" at the boredom of two youngsters
open to senators such as
the world. Professionals Roy 7:30
day.
rainy
a
on
"The housebound
has
p.m.
Edmund Muskie of Maine, who
Clark, Louis Nye, Teresa Graves Comebacker." Sugar
Ray
From 8 to 9 CBS offers "Robert
claimed has been "harand Jeannie C. Riley also par- Robinson guest stars as a former Young And The Family," with Yorty
President Nixon on his
rassing"
ticipate.
boxing champ who tries a the star hosting and narrating a
Asia war policy.
Southeast
first
the
9
at
movie
ABC
The
comeback after 11 years, with humorous look at American
44
half of 1962's "Mutiny On The Rocky Graziano as his trainer. family life today. Beau Bridges,
Bounty.'• starring Marlon
John Lee Grant, Julie Sommars,
Landon,
Michael
Brand° in this classic sea story Davidson, Charles Nelson Reilly Lurene Tuttle, Jack Warden,
of an 1787 uprising of Brittish and Gloria Loring are guests on Williarn Windom, and Dick Van
seamen.
Dyke participate.
Don Knotts NBC hour at 8.
The Glen Campbell Goodtime
NBC preempts "Kraft -Music
ABC's movie at 8:30 offers an
Hour" on CBS at 9 features
at 9 for "Everything You
Hall"
video film, "River of
Carr, original
Shecky Greene, Vikki
Gold," with Ray Milland. Buried Always Wanted To Know About
David Steinberg and Seals and
treasure intrigue against an Jack Benny—But Were Afraid To
Ball,
Croft.
Acapulco, Mexico background. Asks': John Wayne, Lucille
MONDAY' —
Ray Charles arid Lynn An- George Burns, Phil Harris,
"Minsmoke" on CBS at 7:30
derson headline on ''Hee Haw" Dionne Warwick, and Dr. David
p.m. has the conclusion of the
Reuben are with the comedian.
.
_
for CBS at 8:30-sso
"POW" twolarrteesin whiet - at "NBC World Premiere Movie" Johnny Cash's ABChour at9 Is
woman who befriends a wounded
a tribute to the late country
Hank
songwriter,
music
_ Williams, with his namesake son
lassoso,
os.cat
By Chic Young participating. Also present are
Blondie
Lain Semi-Gloss
Ray Price, B. J. Thomas, Conway Twitty.
THURSDAY
Lena Horn, Ray Stevens and
George Carlin appear with Flip
Wilson on his NBC hour at 7:30
psis
The "Alias Smith and Jones"
are on ABC at 730 is
'Stagecoach Seven.' Rival
gangs seek to collect the bounty
on Heyes and Curry.
-The Accident" on NBC's
"Ironside" at 8:30 deals with a
possible insurance fraud.
The CBS movie at 9 has the
world premiere of "Travis
Logan, D. A." starring Vic
Morrow. as a district attorney
involved in the trial of man who
pleads temporary insanity when
charged with the murder of a
man he finds trusting with his
wife. Hal Holbrook, Brenda
Vaccaro and George Grizzard
are involved.
FRIDAY
—The Interns" on CBS at 7:30
presents an episode in which
a veteran boxer makes a surprising comeback, but a doctor
friend suspects he has been dosed
with stimulants ROn O'Neal- is
guest star.
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
Regular Gene Barry carries
TRADE
the ball in "The Broken Puzzle"
on NBC's "The Name of The
Game." at 8:30 Guest players are
Chuck Connors, Pat Crowley,
Charles Aidman and Alex Dreier.
Publisher Howard temporarily
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
loses his memory when his plane
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
crashes while he is investigating
"Service Built Our Business"
a corrupt governor.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
The CBS - movie at 9 has the
NEW OR USED CAR
world premiere of "Harpy,"
starring Btrgh Oltrten and
Elizabeth Ashley. A suspense
rnelodea.na about an architectamateur falconer whose ex-wife
tries to break up his impending
marriage.
"Love, American Style" on
ABC at 10 has "Love and the
Housekeeper,— "Love and
Women's Lib" and "Love and the
Fuzz." Players include Warren
Berlinger, Michael Callan, Shelly
Fabares and Hari,- Guardino.
"NBC's "Strange Report" at 10
has "Epidemic—A Most Curious
Crime." England is threatened
with a cholera epidemic and a
smuggling ring, kills an infected
victim.
SATURDAY
BOTH
Ttie yeurly tax changes
its coverage of the
begins
NBC
our
for
hold no mystery
FEDERAL
Athletic
Collegiate
National
serOur
Toti detectives.
AND
Association's basketball tourvice is fast, accurate and
the cost
dependable
nament extending through March
* STATE
is low Stove yourself needwith a 2-6 p.m. doubleheader of
27
Sge
and worry.
less
first-round games (teams . not
gs,OCK ,-day
LIFE
presently known).
"ABC's Wide World of Sports"
GUAR ANTIS
5 provides live and taped
at
If
..1yrn
,
ter
1 el every
W. q,nron,re ace wr 01e prepor0110/
a•nt•re.f,
coverage of the NCAA indoor
we woke any e'reo•f 'hot coo yaw Om, per444414
••••I
,n,
.
track and field championships in
pay the penal,
--=
iffiraiiiMMOMMEHR
Detroit.
Mrs. Joan Kennedy makes her
C O.
television performing debut on
INU
IlLiC
Andy Williams' NBC hour at 7:30,
AMERI(A'S LARGEST_ TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES
playing some piano selections.
7$3-8201
Ph.
National Hotel Bldg. Marra). Ky..
Others ton the shoW are Fess
4 :1411 —5 p.m. Sloa.—Fri.
Parker. Dusty Springfield, Louis
IS. -5 p.m. Sat.
Nye and the Lennon _Sisters
Striver Wayne Newton and
assoiNTraftsT NECISSattv

WALLIS DRUG

1

Phone 753-127k
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
We Have It— We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

HELICOPTER
SERVICE

AGRICULTURAL & COMMERCIAL SPRAY
EQUIPMENT for Weed Control, Mosquito Control.
Pre-Emerge R/W Work.
SOLID DISTRIBUTOR for Seeding, Fertilizer,
Solid Chemical. SKY CRANE CAPACITY to 1200
pounds.
FAA & STATE CERTIFIED. We spray at
heights of one foot to 1000 feet.

Ken Lake Helicopter
Service
Contact Bill
Pilot -

UP

English,
502-362-4675
A Div. of Jim-Smith Contracting Company, Inc

LIVED UP TO ITS NAME—The Bee Line tractor trailer
made a beeline for the guard rail in St. Louis and wound
up perched right on top.

necur

IRE
NET'
Preaching 1
Preaching t
Preaching
INDEPE
11E11
Preaching
Sunday.
Preaching a
Na'
Ceti
Sunday
Morn tn g
evening
VCR

wow
Bible St
-hr
Worghtn
E'ven int
USE
New
Sunday Si

Morning s.
Evening
SPRI1
Morn ins
Training
Evening
7401
Worship

Evening
SINILIN
o rrsin g
'ma 'Log
Everting
0.h IC
PRE1

Sunday I:

4

Morning
Evening

PVT
1
Worehtn
Even in a
Lit
Vl within
Training
Evening
POTLA

SUNDAY-MONDAY ONLY
March

FREE
QUART

ON•001

tit

Morning
Smirk tog
even trig

Ladies 28 inch
POLYESTER
TUNIC AND TANK

54

FREE Quart Semi Gloss
enamel with each gallon
of our famous Satin Plus
Latex Wall Paint Retail
Value 2.39.

Nat

_ .

SEMI GLOSS ENAMEL

FL)
Plias
Morning
Sunday 1

TOPS
compare
at 4.99

200

Worahli
Event.na

Here's a 100% Polyester
Double Knit, Pique stitch,
top In white, navy, gold
lilac, lime with contrasttriton. trim ors arm-

••• ing

hole and neck S-M-L

SATIN PLUS

4111
u
M NI
A

Wall Paint

47

General Electric Lightweight
PORTABLE
MIXER
with fingertip controls and
speeds for any job.

SAVE
2.39

Reg. '14"

$777

Model M-18

LADIES

Terry Shorts

PARKER FORD INC.

INCOME TAX

4/1,1

Preaching

Inns

LET BLOCK
SOLVE THE
MYSTERY OF
THIS YEAR'S

liNGOK:
SIETE
Preaching
Preaching a
Preaching

By Jack Gayer

THAT WAS EASY! DAGWOODS
ALWAYS HAPPY TO BUY EASTER
SEALS TO HELP REHABILITATE
CRIPPLED CHILDREN AND
ADULTS'

PAGE SE

22 Compare
at 2.50

KLEENEX
-----or

Northern
Giant

PAPER
TOWELS
New Bigger
& Better!
100 sq. ft.

Get set for short short
time with this easy care
130% cotton, 20% n ylon
short in navy, maize, red
and sky bluq Sizes 1218.

King Size Lunch Kit

low

34-Pc. Melmac

DINNERWARE
SET
$ 57

WITH QUART VANGUARD
THERMOS BOTTLE
osposswaswas

97
Rustproof Oversize plastic
kit holds the biggest lunch
Quart Vanqua,(1 thPriros

THERMOS . . . 1.57

B3

General Electric
Steam & Dry
IRON
with fingertip controls
and wash 'n wear settings.

SPLASH 'Oh
REG. 2.50

97'

Vaseline

197

REG.
1.69

0.1111,1

A manly air for.
the masculine
male! In its new
plastic bottle
7 Oz size

For skin dried out by weather, housework or harsh
detergents. Non-greasy.
Dry skin feels better fast
150z Size with dispenser
-

4 PC.

Place Setting

8c

753-8777

V.

Smba

Bring in Any
8 or 12
EXPOSURE
KODACOLOR
ROLL

2

Fri
LIMIT 2

He.

Film developed and printed
at this tremendous savings.
Coupon Good
Through March 13

Bc

Rai

advertisement
on

Stoic(

WITH COUPON

See other

"

Mob

Save 1.34

Compare
at 1.99

A white swirl design place
setting consisting of: cup
saucer clinnerplate bread
and butter plate
Oven
detergent s ate
proof
dishwasher safe

MA

RUT

-INTENSIVE CARE

V.

,,,c

Compare at
$777
'14"
F-62 r

VASELINE
ri

TIC

Air Cora

Page 12

.C4f.

a

•
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BROOKS I IttPEL UNITED
SIETHODIST CHURCH
Preaching at 930 am each first
and second Sundays
Preaching at 11 a.m on third Sun.
Preaching Itt-WK p.m. on 4th SulK

VET!

. SPRAY
ito Control,

sg, Fertilizer,
TY to 1200

;pray at

Rer

NORTHRIDE BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Worship Service
Evening Service

SINKING eriszNos BAPTIST
CHURCH

24675
ipany, Inc

1100 a.m
6 - 30 p.m
7 30 pm

Morning Worship
Tra.ning Union
Evening Worship

..iLS.,
.

Worship Berrie. ....
Training Union

with Ash Wednesday and continues till Easter; exclusive of Sundays.
It is a time for the condiiioning ol our soil . . a time for our
Souls to become penitent. It simpry means that it is spading up time, the
season for planting seeds and for setting blooming trees.

11'00 am.
1:30 p.m.
7:90 p.m.

Irs the realm 01 the spirit it is • call to get
, -ad)/or the season of beauty and goodness.

WEST FORE BAPTIST

Who amongst us is satisfied with what
he as or what he has been? Then let us quality
•
for the Lenten Season. Let us clear away

LtIRST

the old stalks. May we karn from our lakd
to give oursclves.to good conditioning'
during Lent. The miracle of Lent is
genuine repentance wine% leads to
Newness of life. A Saindy Keeper of
Lent said it well when he spoke thc
words, "I shall keep this Lent,

Isk• P.M.

and hope to refresh nay_,Soul.- Amen

FIRST ASSEMBLY OP HOD
fitaINI•1
W.U.an.,
in. 131 - fort Worth. 1.4aas

CHURCH
South Mb sad Glesishi Head

MT. PLEASANT CUNIEURLA74D
PRESBYTERIAN CHUlat
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday Night: Service .. 7:00 'p.m.

IR grant:0 Service ... 11:00 ago.
. 7:30 p.m.
Sunday night
.INITZESITY CHURCH

WAYMAX CHAPEL
A.M.R. CHURCH
filie Bast Mulberry Street
Worship Servioe
Evening Worship ..

the rubbish of last year's crop, cut under

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Moratsig Worship .... 10:46 cm
7:30 p.m.
Hosahhe Worship

7:00 DIM
0:10 tim.

LI, R.

14.4

means a forty day fasting period next before Easter. It begins

EIMRAIBITHL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

1,11L

,

OF CHRIST

11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

101 North 16th Street
Morning Worship
Esening Worship

NORTH PLEASANT CHOI'
CUMBERLAND PRESISTTERCHURCH
. 10:00
Sande, Scnool
Morning Worship ... 11:00

oa
$.,egr

"
LENT means springtime. It is an old Latin word which

•st--

11:00 am.
OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND Morning Worship
Training Union
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1:00 p.133.
10:00 am Evening Worship
Sunday School
8:30 p.m.
11 00 a.m
Morning Worship
7:00 urn
LOCUST GROTE
Evening Worshin_
•
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
i p.m
et..tn.r
inw
r
Kirkeey, Kentucky
CHMSTIJIII C
111 N. Fifth Street
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
7.00 p.m
Worship Haur ..
10:110 am. •urday Night Servos
Erventne Service
• .9990 P.M.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
HAZEL Bat 11131. CHURCH
PRESBYTERIAN
R. R. Wierhesirr. pastor
10:00 cm.
School ....
Worship
11:00 am.. Sunday
pmaohtng
11:00 am.
Training Lie,on
• 8:30 p.m.
Evening V, Lashio .. • '1:80 p.m.

Horning Worship
'raining Union
Evening Vi °robin

•

GOSHEN METHODIST
CHURCH
Ting and Third Sunday.:
10:00 a m
Sunday School ...
'for *here youi lreisage is, these sill your heart be alsoin.
Morning Service .... 11.00
Second and Fourth Sundays:
Sunday School .... 10:t/u
1:00
Worship Service
LYNN GROVE
OF
CMCICII
MURRAY
METHODIST (AEU RCM
THE NAZARENE
Find and Third Sundays:
South 11th and Plainview
Service .... 1:46 a.m.
Worship
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
Sunday School .... 10:46 a.m.
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
Second and Fourth Sunday:
TICHTLE MLLE
Sunday School .... 10.00 a.m.
11:00 a m.
SS orahtp
UNITED METHODIST CIEURCP
COLS'S CAMP ONOn7si1i
Preaching:
am.
METHODIST CHURCH
Finn and Third Sundays at 11
Preaching:
a.m.
Phyt Sunday:
End and 4th Sundays at 930
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Schooz
aresaLts CHAPEL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Second Sunday:
School
Sunday
Preaching:
1100
.00 am.
10:
Worship Servloe
First and Third Sundays 9-30 • m
Third Sunday:
Preaching:
110 ism
a.m
Sunday
Ind and 4th Sundays at 11
Fourth Sundas
4 • I '..
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAJ.
Worehl,
CHURCH
Sunday School .... 10:41
Main & Broach Streets
7th & Poplar
am
9:30
School
Sunday
CHURCH or cIRRIST
10.30 a.m
Morning Worship .
Sunday
0415
Bible School
Holy Communion Each Third
Worship Hour .... 1040 111.111.
Sunday at 10:30
Evening Worship .. 400
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Sersices held at 16th and Sycamore
NEW CON CORD
on
.m
0
,
0 11.
0
0
Sunday School
CHURCH OF CHRIST
CALI/ART TICJAPLZ FIRST
RIble Clamps
PENTECOSTAL CHUB:::
4 are
00:0
1700
WorshipPreaching
pm
•
Cherry a Chestnut
Evening Worship
10:00 A.M.
Sunday School
ELM COROT'
A.M.
11:00
Morning Vitirittip
BAPTIST CRUISCII
7:30 P.M. Sunday School
Evening Worship
10.00 a.m
Worship 1100 am. and 7:00 p.m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH
TIM CHURCH OF amens
810 Irvan Ave.
CHRIST OP LATTER-DAT
10 AM
Sunday School
SATIFTS
Sunday Evening Worship .. 7 P.M. Meeting held In this white chapel
CHURCH
000D SMISPIWIERD UNITED
WEST MURRAY
OW CHRIST
METHODIST CHURCH
South treit Berme
(Irermerty New Mum and
mambaTrotar
10uo
Sunday Pommy ---- 0fie p.m. Church School
11:00
Worship Service
PALESTINE UNITED
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
METHODIST CHURCH
1Wtb mud Heide Meseta'
Sunday School at 10 am. except
Morning Worship
on 3rd Sunday at. 11 am.
-TIT; - 11Ttday at It- /Lin •
I'm -PreachIntt:
41 a 10:50'
'
8
RIIIRSET BAPTIST CHURCH
3rd Sunday at•10 a.m.
a
11:00 a.111.
Morning Worship
MARTINS CHAPEL viereatt
7,30 p.m,
Evening Worship
M,
ca_1s1e
M OD
M
t.
lahworom,ervies
MEMORIAL !BAPTIST CH URCH
-Mats Street at
allorsh ghltho!a
__
nI A_ _n
A
p eoey pe
Morning Worship
GROVE
PLEASANT
SOUTH
Evening Worship:
1:10 Mfrs. UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
(Sept.-March)
10:46 a.m.
7.10 p.m. Morning Worship
(April-Aug)
1:00 p.m
Evening Worship
NEW MOUNT caitsrar.,
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
SCIENCE
CHRISTIAN
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
SERVICES
11'00 am.
Morning Worship
Farmer Ave. and 17th Street
6:30 pm
Evening Worship
11.00 mm
Sunday
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
1100 am
10'00 errs. Sunday School
Sunda,/ School
a.m
11:00
Worship
Morning
SALEM literVieT careen
710 9.15 Sunday Schoo
10:00 cm.
Evening Worship
11:00 am.
Morning Worehlr
7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship

"I Shall keep
This Lent"

10:00 am.
1:10 pm.

Morning Worship
Training Union .
E,ening Worship

POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH
Pottertown
Route

IL II

II
E 1!

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Preaching at 7 p.m. on 1st & 3rd
Sundays
Preaching at 11 am on 2nd Sun.
Preaching at 9:30 a.m. on 4th Sun.
NEW PROVIDWSCH
CHURCH OP CREDIT
anutoorT 1:T1,ITHIO
Sunday School
METHODIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 am. Worship Bernice:
Evening Worship
11:00 g..m 111 7:00 p.m
. 8:90 pm
GIBEHN PLAIN CITOWCW
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
OF CHRIST
CHURCH
10:40 a.m.
Morning Worship
WOW Hall - ltrd & Maple
7:00 p.m.
Evening WOWM117
Bible School
930 am. Wed. Bible Study
7:80 Rm.
Worship Service
10.46 a.m.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Evening Beeutou
401 N. lith Street
7:00 pm.
Roy. Meath, Mattingly, pester
UNITED PRNTACOSTAL
Subday Mason: I a.m..11.a.m and
CHUM.H
4:30 p.m.
New Concord on Hwy. 444
COLDWATER UNITED
Sunday. School
10:00 a.m.
ME HODIST CHU lecll
Morning Worship
11:00 am
Jlie Sake.. realer
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
First Sunday
SFR'S° CREEK BAPTIST
10.00
Church School
1100
11:00 a.m. Worlthin Service
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Training Union .
Evening Worship .... 1:00 p.m.
SCOTTS GROWS BAPTIST

MI'S If Had

UNION olio vE CHUMGOI
_ •
OF CHRIST
10:05 am
Sunday School
10: Si* m
RN:motile Service
Ø3 pm
Evening Service

n :ihves-tment -in Your future

BETHEL UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Preaching ham on 1st & 4th Sun.
Preaching 6:30 p.m. on 2nd Sunday
Preaching 9:30 am on 3rd Sunday
*
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Five Points
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TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
Benjamin
IA

)ntro,ls
ar settings.

1210 Main

Moore paints

Ph. 753-30113

Su, 7634.11117
ROB. 7113-II•40

$777
The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing

UT

iH Oh
2.50

9/

Worsting Worship .

,

.,'

,,,,,.... ... •

St. -.:- Murray, Kentucky

--NEAL-STA-RKS
Mobile Home Sales 8 Service

Capitol Transmission

"A Complete Service Garage"
WE SPECIALIZE IN DOUBLE
WIDE MOBILE HOMES
5 mi. north of Murray on 641, Ph. 153-6734

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753 1319

_

1 :00 Pm
I TootirMumr.
3abbath S
wo,..ht,ser

-

E"'

Mobile Home Courts

Mayfield Hwy. 121

l'hrine 753-5209

. Edwin Coin Construction Co.

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

COMMERCIAL

.

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 68 at Aurora
Phone 474 2202

el

,0 1 .
3 1111114
OF"

S

Bowling At Its Belt - Fine Feed
1415 Main Street

Phone 753 2202

.N

Mr & Mrs. Wm A Jones, owners
-Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
--Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph 753-7494
606 S. 4th

A I /160,
APT
PT
CIAI
[

. -7,r_l

k

ciVoor

ic

bottle

F

r

Cain a Treas Motor Sales

Ambassador-Hornet-Rebel- Gremlin-Jeep

size

Top Quality Used Cars
PhOtie 753 6448
Five Point%

' Shirley Florist

34
PoN
Any
2
IRE
LOR

7iA

Flowers ler Ail Occasions
Member F.T.D.

mg

N. 4th St.

Grain Div.sion
L _W
Holmes Ellis. Nl•r,
PI.
.
,

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwichs
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753 7101.

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Hutson_ Chemical Co., Inc.

MUMMA'?

Sake Every Tuesday at I p.m. Phone 753 7992

Ph. 753-5334

HOGS BOUGHT DAILY

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner
"MilMilsimmemor

MIT 2

Jas D. Clopton - Div.

Southside Restaurant

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Frost, Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
ler Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
75.3 38S2
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
8th at Chestnut
Photo 753 4832

,_

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

w
o .. •-, I:
-

Murray Livestock Co.

Hil'Ile

7 . I

_

641 Super Shell
Free Plck-Up and Delivery

Your Happy Shopping Store
'i:):1 3;'73
114 So. 5lh

Open 6:00 a.m. South 12th iSireet

'Lovett Bros.

Carroll Tire Service
yeu, uni.aeyal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue

-Bob's TV Service

elk

Residential - Commercial Farm - Building Lots
Leasin4
and Lake Property - Buy ,ng - Selling l'f!Wu 753 7124
NI.i in
SIN 1k.

iBlock E. of S 12th - Phone 753 1489

Aurora

SERVING MURRAY &CALLOWAY
MINTY SINCE 1950
--2-way Business Radio Installation & Service
-Aerotron Sales & Service
Ph. 753-5191
Chestnut St.
Dixieland Center

Co-Operative Corp.
I

KENTUCKY

Pb 's .. 7793

SALES& SERVICE
W. End Eggner's Ferry, US 68 •
Pb. 474-2344

West Kentucky Rural Electric

A Choice Selection of litflishes
Meats
Salads
• Vegetables and Desserts
Open Sundays
Fast Service
-lone 753 1700
Hwy. 641 \in tl
&
'Norimmminr

"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
[Nunn' 7.13 1933
Murro,. ho .

..
(
A.7e-..
•11.

AUTHORIZEDMERCURY
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114B
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Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sates, Parts, Service - Complete Boating Supplies
Phone 753 3734
IM Ez.at Murray Brut Co

null intl. S60

_z_...)LE1

Mack and Mack

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marinelli .

..._

"It's Finger Licitin' Good"

753-32S1

Palace-Drive-In
Five Points

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

KettuckM Fried ekicictit

PAotors n

,,

4 tli and 2Nycantote

//
.
•• IV.
Sce r 1.07

nly air for.
masculine
! In its new

,

Charcoal Hamburgers, Chicken, Pit Bar-B-O,
Shakes, Sp ins, Sundaes
Ph. 753-8082
1206 Chestnut

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

Lassiter Auto Sales

Buildings
Phone 753 1675

•

--Dairy Chiiiir

Corviiffiilanes,litc.

YOUR HOST
TOM ANDREWS
Plates Stooks - ChopsSirloSeafood
Steak - Tue., Sandwiches Ribeye Steak
Spftlels: Mon.,
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
Call In Orders to 7534419
No. 12th Ext. 641

Phone 753-2221

RESIDENTIAL

621 So. 4th

--Gre-cian- Steak-Haute

Complete Banking Service - Member FDIC
500 Main
Phone 753 32.31
Branch Office
So. 12th & Story
753 6655

Street

SEVENTH DAT ADVENTIsT
council

Shady Oaks

:

Sales and Service
Wherionni
Admiral - Tappan
PH/tre 753-3037
118 South 12th

P•oples Bank of Murray, Ky.

North 12th

IAN
FIRST FRES
CRUKCH
Clisrirs H. Slotrelt. Pastor
930 cm
Chun is 4.0001 .
Service. of Worship .... 11100 am

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th & Main
Sunday School
9'11 am
Morning Worship
10 - 30 a m

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
rein
TOT-North n'airin
George R. Randarrs
Morning Worship ... 11:00 a. m. Watchtower Studs1 0.3,• m
in. Nide Lecture Sunday
9 3 . •I M
"g W'rit'IP • - • - 6'5° n.

Dunn TV & Appliance

No.2---Murray, Ky.
Ph. 753-9730

Complimentasi

- 7:04

way 444,- New Concerti. mv'.

'

" School ____ 110:00 a.m.
Sunda,
11.00 s_m..
Preechine

11 ft-rn7 o.to-

BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST

THIS PAGE SPONSORED THROUGH THE COURTESY OF
THE FOLLOWING BUSINESSES

No. 1-Paris, Tenn.
Ph.642-MS1

_..,2%.,,,It.

-,,

...t

Morning Worship
Evening WorehiP

,

10:46 a.m.

W,rship Service

"Transmissions are our business
NOt a side line

403 Me

-7

Ph. 753-0091
,...../4.4r

chic
Dry

..

- .

.,-

----""--

.-.1
.a.
..wo14414.46... ..../a/W41444..
sin SCE RSPTIST CHURCR
booth Ninth Street

,-.

w

Free pick-up& delivery
We give S & H Green Ste mpS

cE

,

- -:1'7"---'*- -iii:itr.:. '':-t••'•
- .--....,

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST

Close 12:00 p.m,
Ptione 7539131

,
Susie s Cafe

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PR:ODUCTS
MD
(
\
Tires Batteries-AccesSories
,
Ph. 753-3571
South 2nd St
Murray

.,
National Ilotl Molding

IN

nd printed
s Savings.

Boone's Incorporated

)cl

St'crrey's Food Giant

.

Murray Sport & Marine

h 13
The ( leaner That'. Interested In You

Bel Air

ft.
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air

Trenholm's Drive-In
le

41041.0110nIng-Heatinc-Commercial RofrIgeratio
-- '

Service Through Knowledge
802 Chestnut

Phone 753 8181

Hitnny Pim? Chicken - Pfeza
Spaghetti--Frit* Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
12th
Chestnut
Phone 753 2997

k

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753-I'i IA
403 Maple

Complete Service Shop

Shopping Center

718 South 4th

mu PP4Y

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

Ward-Elkins

Evinrude-Glastron-Todecratt
PoiarKraft-Starcr.ot-Boat Campers

Jobbers of

Shell

:tvi„rr..

and

Oil

Products

.
May .i.:id

Ph. 753 7400

Claude Vouphn

•

Plumbing,. Heating and-Afr Conditioning
-C-ommercial aid Reirderifill-z-Salii A SerVitte
^
Repairs & Installation - Gas II Sewer
Phone 753 6161i
501 N. 4t1i

.. Complete Auto

Calloway County Soil

Repair
-

I itis

1G

seer.,

GEORGE DOWDY 014NEtt

Ph 753.11868

101 N 7th

Am.

. improvainentAssociation.
Serving Farm Families Since 1936
Read
Industrial
ria Rd
Phone 753 2924

_

re.rtielaalo
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Il.S. government.
Prime Minister G.3 Borg
Olivier explained the sifuggling situation to President tiixon
when he was in the United
States for the 25th anniversary
VALLETTA, Malta (UPI)- session of the U.N. General
Malta now has hopes of con- Assembly.
trolling smuggling from Sicily
hafi lalta
The Malta Police anci
with two fast, heavily armed Customs have been
icappatrol boats promised by the
an
ped in dealing with smrIers
well
whose boats are fast
self and which sent onlookers armed. And cigarettes, c othes
into gales of laughter and and jewelry have conseq(sently
shouts of "Get a Horse" - been finding their way into the
before-the race.
island.
W.J. Stewart of Newark,
But with the Americgi gift
driving the "Yellow Scourge" local authorities believe; they
with the number 13 on the can stop- or greatly diiiinish
front, took top honors in the the traffic.
steam division.
Eagle Rock isn't much of a
Many European despots
challenge any more, but more
bought Venetian crystal
once
than 400 auto buffs belong to
in the vain belief they
goblets
antique car associations in New
shattered at a drop of poison.
Jersey. .

Malta raps
smugglers

'Get a horse' .
greeted autos

Paducah Family Planning
Program Is Accelerating
FRANKFORT, Ky.--While required only routine service.
In a report submitted last
government leaders, population
biologist and welfare workers all August, the project staff subover the country have been milted its criticisms and a series
decrying the soaring rate of of recommendations which it felt
population growth, citizens of would greatly improve the serPaducah have actually been vice.
They said: II) The clinic
doing something about it.
As a result, the beginning of schedule should be made more
the new year was also the flexible, including more sessions
beginning of a greatly ac- to serve an increased number of
celerated family planning clients, and 2) The clinic should
program in the Paducah- extend service to single clients,
Mc'cracken County Health whether or not they already had a
Department, with a grant of child out of wedlock.
With the needed information in
815,000 yearly from a private
foundation.
hand, the residents initiating the
Preparation for launching the action still had the problem of
attack on the local polulation finances to contend with. Again
nor tor mesa wooer
explosion were begun early in the Crounse Foundation came
1970. At that time a group of through and recently pledged a
Paducah residents approached grant of $15,000 yearly on a
AN INDIAN game played with two sets of sticks commands the
the University of Kentucky tentative, two-yeat basic, to be
attention of a pair of Murray, Ky, girls. Connie Smith, 10, at left,
through its then Executive Vice continued if the expanded
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Smith; Lisa Williams, 9,
President Dr. A. D. Albright, program proves successful. To
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Williams.
of
astudy
for
request
health
a
local
with
this amount, the
family planning services in department plans to add $5731
D.R. yearly to implement the new
McCracken County.
Albright referred the inquiry to program plan.
the Center for Developmental Before receipts of the grant,
change, which in turn enlisted the the family planning clinic had no
interest of the chairman of the ieparate s. tsff or specific daytime
Department of Sociology, Dr. hours.
Thomas R. Ford, who organized
Now it is staffed by a full-time
and directed the study.
medical director, clerk and social
The inquitert bad . not. come[ieiber and operateiF73116-wheell4, the front whe—re s are
emptyhanded. Anticipating the daytime sessions and a night
By MURRAY).BROWN
By ROBERT STRAND
responsible for direction and
cost of the project, they had session every fourth week, It has
UPI Travel Editor
deep treads op- studs will proelicited support from the Crounse also expanded its routine OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)—Dr.
Snow'
NEW
(('I'll
YORK
Foundation, headed by a examination procedure and Marcus A: Foster, a black andu„ice are luring winter sports. vide additional grip on the
- oads in ice and snow.
l
resident, community contact work, and school superintendent who was
Paducah
out of di-ip srii4
a ghetto, seeks to have enthusiasts to the-ski trails and-Grorge Crounse. The foundation single women with parental, raised in
big city system from frozen lakes of the mat hew
or get moving on an upgrade
had been serving as a repository permission are now eligible for his
by recruiting 5,000 states in increasing numbers
with a car equipped with autodisaster
for private contributions which !service.
weather
wintry
eaeli
But
Tear.
apply
matic • transmission;
volunteers.
aided the family planning efforts The, social worker, who is_ _af ,•whatls, been happening- in can pose_ special problcms for
pressure tu-the acisi,leratur awl
Informationfiliated with the McCracken urban education is we made the motorists.
brake pedal at the same time,
Committee and the local health County Health Information mistake of thinking professionWhile a'strong battery, easing up gradually on t he
snow tires all
department.
bra ke.T his will give rear wheels
Committee, is conducting a als can sit behind their desks antifreeze and
The project got under way last health information program and decide what's best for the Jr.' certainly baqi to unmoon. traction. On ice, goo easy
there
March with a survey of 600 including referrals, home visits children," he said in an troubled winter' drOing,
spinning
1111 the gas pedal
are other precautions that
women in the county by local ahd presentations to interested interview.
•oar •* herds a ill oid• make it
WO rig
-The
trained interviewers.
Foster wants the volunteers should Is- taken w hen
moire difficult to get going.
community groups.
whether
into the 4.
to
but
teachers,
help
questions asked were to provide
to
just
not
According to Dr. H. G. Sargent.
b
i.e
usiness.
filo
for
Guests
information concerning the olcal county health officer, the clinic participate in the decision
I lyre are ,aour ',torn niendaneed for family planning ser- has been reaching only 25 per process. Professionals simply
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) vices, the level of motivation of cent of the county's medically aren't smart enough to make lie on,. Irian Hertz tient a Car,
Bob
Crane of "Ifogad's
based 1/11 a SUM, 1/1 managers Heroes" and Gayle
potential clients, the present indigent. "With our expanding all the decisions, he thinks.
Hunnicutt
His
it
!rival
2,1N10
nearlv
loon
"Administrators have been
will guest star in a romantic
effectiveness of the health
program." he said, "we hope to telling
lirotighout
t
IwIt
snow
may in the
parents they
segment of television's "Love.
department's clinic and the reach at least 75 per cent of the
the I !suit eir Stater
,%nierican Style."
factors which accounted for its local families needing family participate only on the administail
headlights,
:heck
trators' terms,•' he said. "Now
comparative lack of success.
lie
lights and stof Aghts to
planning assistance." •
parents should participate in
Over a period of months the
are in working
ways that make difference in ccrtainl. Owl,
the
formed
interviewers
order. jilt ('wee {mows (if ula LAST WHALER DIES
children."
their
of
lives
the
following impressions: Ii The
NEW BEDFORD, Mass. "Principals can no longer be light and the increased
clinic suffered from a lack of
tur fttg,n
snow y
in Pina, the last defenders of the system. They
(UM—Joaqu
clearly stated goals and policies,
l'4111111111/11,- lights not
driving
advocates.
community
Job-roles and authority surviving whaler in this famous must be
(21
driver 111 .14.
111 1111
place is filthy, the 11111, 11,
lull,
important.
explict port, died the same day as the If the
lacked
channels
Ilv
.
mina
principal should say so."
seen.
definition, (31 Volunteer help demestic whaling industry'.
by boo to
5,000
volunteers,
-Foiter's
Pine, who would have
lake sure •our healer,
had not beeii used effectively and
June and eventually 8,000, will
and
roisters
41 Efficiency was hampered by 101 this month. died Monday at
a
defining
in
involved
Union Hospital. He first sailed be
properh
iperating
t
arr.
w
titers
narn
will
a failure -to separate incoming
which
out of the Cape Verde Islands master plan
for
who
callers
projects
repeat
clients from
special
111.1111
H1'11111%1' all .11111s al111
in 1900 as a harpooneer and goals and
as well as for
111111)%s, 1,111;111e rear% 14.V. 1111rsaid he never lost a whale. He individual schools
Oakland's citywide system of r,,r.
front hood. roof and
retired to New Bedford in 1914.
64,000 pupils, 59 per cent of Irglits lw fore starting lout:Fake
Commerce Secretary Maurice
whom are black. Already
1. 1'1111111,,,, ,11111
Stans signed an order Monday volunteers participate in the off heats 111111as Iiiilk• sw ea ler and'
banning the killirut of eight choosing of principals.
is'. w Inch could interfere
species of whales which had
The superintent, who came sill. driving.
been hunted for 300 years. The here from Philadelphia last
till
species, including the famous July, talks of being "objective 'TtW•
nr
sperm whale, went on the oriented" and of the educator's shoes sio they won't slip off
Commerce Department's en- accountability." He tells his brake. gas pedal or chitch.
dangered species list last year teachers:
part i.•iilarl• in an eincrgene•
Keep :nal twill,. ta4runri.
-e.
"The reward system will 111 tier ev mit tel a siiililen-#41,
work onl., for those who dare the' driver is likel•
thin MU
121
Phone
take risks, those who dare to do 111 ill, direct ion the car is
Mayfield Hwy.)
o
ei tutu'
smith
u
rid
753-5787 .0mthing that's different—t skidding. recur
'
• take a chance."- hi m ain
tie ons, the wheell is, Iii,"
Some volunteers are being support. Vs lilt a properly adrecruited to teach lagging justed loch. the driver's arms
grade school children two or are fry.. 1., tiellVer the wheel
three nights a week in 20 and get.' hini hetler el nitro,.
oW11
churches. These neighborhood
I 14 MI •tour ser('
W
programs will use materials esen 011 ntkaIls hith have''ell
lliflerent from the local cleared .4
Du.
school's.
.
the less chance of
,Businessmen, scientists and skidding
and
h
my patces
craftsmen all are being asked 1111. 11111ft• ea.11V skidS Can, be
Company
to invite youngsters to help controlled.
-r
'
"
thepi on the Op so they can get
- Re parttruierIT caistiraur
77
"hands-oh experience." The white
idea is that if a youngster helps i inh•r[awls
a
a ri
'1:4r:s4.
sul'rriffaigcer.s t
a chemist for a few days, he'll !whip' is ...dell (room above
learn
understand why he should
will usually
am+ lab iv. and
chemistry.
1111'
frecZu his).
Foster, 48, is the son of a
are 1114,re
mail carrier who died when ru lads. I tiflerloassrS
li,1%.• tr.‘ patches than
Foster was three. One of five
lilt 1111•11
1
11 1.111.
children, he grew up in a
114111.1
Ii
111.•
worked
ghetto-and
Philadelphia
jauii
college
his
through
way
I:::
r
ill 11
t:
r
Ns
'
ktrIN '
eventually winning a doctor's Ir. cit''
1111 1111
111 1111
degree.

WEST ORANGE, NJ.(UPI)
-What may have been the first
hill-climbing contest for cars
drew steam and gasoline autos
to Eagle Rock Hill here on Nov.
5,1901.
Competitors from as far
away as Massachusetts turned
out for the event and found
themselves confronted by sharp
curves, surprise turns and
grades that sometimes were as
steep as 17 per cent:
But two of the drivers who
reached the top set world
records.
First place in the gasoline
division went to C.E. Duryea
of Orange, Mass., driving' a
three-wheeled car he made hint-
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Each visitor to the Nursery through Sunday,
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When you buy a specially-equipped 1971 Fury V-8 or Scamp,
Plymouth will pick up the tab on the automatic transmission.
Whether you ;e looking for something special Ina big car or a small
car, when you come to our place
you've come to the right place Because now you can get into our
big Furys specially-equipped with
air conditioning, power steering,
Power disc brakes and other popular options, and the automatic
transmission is on Plymouth

Or buy America's newest lowpriced compact Plymouth Scamp,
with vinyl roof, white sidewall tires
deluxe wheel covers and more
and the same deal is yours: an
automatic transmission at no extra
charge'
It's a great offer, so come to the
right place now We'll come
through for you
automatically'
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Call Us...753-5787....For Your
Free Landscape Sketch
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Now Is The Time To,
Plan For Spring!
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-,funeral for Herbert
Bell was held today at
La
he .m. at the Lindsey Funeral
Chattel. Paducah, with Rev. Don
Young officiating. Burial was in
the Maplelawn Cemetery there.
, age 57, of Paducah, forof Calloway County, died
Wednesday at 10:20 p.m. at his
home. lie was employed at Bell's
Bo.Shop at Paducah and was a
member of the Immanuel Baptist
Church there.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Helen Hazel Bell; one son, Billy
Bell of Paducah; one daughter,
Mrs. Paul Clark of Paducah; two
brothers, James and Hilman Bell
of Miami, Fla.; three sisters,
Mrs: John D. Louise Lovins of
Murray, Mrs. Claude Cannon of
Padficah, and Mrs. R. W. Gordon
of Louisville: four grandchildren.

) UPI) The
YORK
NEW
recent downtrend appears to be
"a minor correction" which
could move to around the "840850" level on the Dow Jones
industrial average, TPO Inc.
believes. The firm says some of
the leading performers have
"already shrugged off the
setback" and are at new highs.
"On balance, the majority of
issues could undergo a few
weeks of backing and filling
before the list as a whole will
be ready to sweep upward
again," TPO observes.
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Two weeks of -stop-and-go"
does not constitute a full
consolidation after "the market's heady three-month upsurge," Standard & Poor's
Corp. says. The firm urges
investors not to be disturbed if
"further hesitation occurs (because) it is doubtful any really
important setbach" is imminent. S&P views the hesitation as a buying opportunity
and urges investment in
"groups and individual issues
best situated to participate in
subsequent stages of advance."

miT

LIZ BIZ—Wearing squarerimmed sunglasses, furcollared coat and an array
of jewelry on fingers, neck
and ears, actress Elizabeth
Taylor is ready to board
her Falcon executive jet in
London for flight to her
home in Switzerland. Husband Richard Burton and
daughter Liza are along.

Former Murrayan
Dies In California

members of
TANK LIBERATED IN CAMBODIA—About 25 miles inside Cambodia,
the South Vietnamese 1st Armored Brigade-advance in a Russian PT-76 tank.
They captured the tank in complete working order.

Mrs. Bush Thornton Selden,
former Murray resident, pas
away in Anaheim, California. She
was born in Murray and was the
daughter of the late Joseph
Presley Thornton and Josie Hicks (Continued From Page One
MAYFIELD, Ky., March 4—
Thornton.
contribute through projects of Mrs. Jewell Mason Davis. 69, of
Federal State Market News
The body was returned to their own choosing.
Lochridge St., .died at 7 Service March 5, 1971
W.
828
Hanqibal, Mo., for graveside -The university faculty and
p.m. WednesdaY in the West- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
rites conducted at Grand View staff have been generous in their
view Nursing Home at Murray. Market Report -Includes 10
in
bond
weakness
tecent
The
Burial Park with Bro. Norman donations of time and money to
She is survived by. her hus- Buying Stations
ices Was said to be "the
LETTERS,Tia EDITOR
-Downs, minister at South S' the—Red CroSs- arid the- local- band, Romer EThavis; a step- ReeiptS AC1. T2'35 Est. - 2500
sharpest two-week decline
Christian Church, officiating.
program has been greatly son, Bill W. Davit of Columbus, Barrows and Gilts fully steady
ever," according to E.F.
Survivors are two daughters, strengthened by their efforts," Ohio; two brothers, Herman Ma- Sows steady
From
Page
One)
(Continued
Hutton & Co. Inc. The company
Mrs. Helena Pollard of Hannibal
son of Detroit. Mich., and A. H.
notes there also is Concern that be the previlege licenses issued and Mrs. Mary Frances Ochs of said Thomas.
Mason of Springfield,. Tenn.; US 1-3 200-240 lbs $17.50-18.00;
heavy. new bond offerings would by the,city . It is estimated that a Anaheirti, two grandchildren, six
"University students and three step-grandchildren and US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $17.00-17.50;
sale
the
from
result in additional downward maxium of revenue
great grandchildren, and a faculty have been served ef- one step-great-grandchild.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $16.50-17.00;
pressure. Yet with the bond of these licenses would belipp. number of nieces and nephews in
Funeral services are sched- US .14 260-280 lbs. $16.00-16.50;
fectively by the Red Cross
problems, the threat of a large $8500; as there is a maximum
through the use of instructors and uled. at 2 p.m. Friday at Rob- Soo s
Murray.
lance of payments deficit and priee that can be charged for
Mrs. Graves Sledd of Murray t-durational materials in classes: erts Funeral- Chapel. The Rev. US 1-2 270-350 lbs $14.50-15.00
the Indochina.situation, Hutton these licenses.
and Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Cooper of The Home Economics and James Tharp will officiate and US 1-3 300-500 lbs. $14.00-14.50.
is surprised the market hasn't
It has also been estimated that Memphis, Tenn., 'attended the Nursing department teach Home entombment will be in Highland
WHAT'S IT LIKE DURING RUSH HOUR?—Cars and peUS 2-3 450-650 lbs. $13.50-14.00
"done a lot worse." This should the sale of alcohol be services in Harmibal, Mo. Mrs.
destrians traveling between Newport, Ohio, and St.
Nursing and Mother and Baby Park Mausoleum.
move
Little
Mike
(lower)
a
upside
Marys, W. Va:, use the ferryboat
suggests. another
made legal in Murray, that
The pallbearers will be Corner
Sledd and Mrs. Cooper are nieces Care classes'. The Physical
since
Carpenter Bridge (top) was condemned. A
but it will require heavier minimum of two extra policemen of Mrs. Sudden.
includes Jarrell, Hoffman Barron, Boyce
department
Education
new four-lane bridge will replace the old in 1972.
volume, Hutton says.
wonla be needed to maintain
Mullins, Howard Conner, Glen
in its regular curriculum
and W. T Hurt.
Davis
order. So it is easy to see that as
insafety
water
lifesaving and
Friends ma tall at the fufor revenue it a losing cause for
struction. All utilize Red Cross
SAT/SFr YOUR NEEDS"
A lot of stocks are "back up
neral home.
the city. It will also be losing
textbooks and techniques.
where they were 10 months cause for the county as they must
through
solely
Supported
ago, or even a year or' two pay for the special election which
donations, the Red J'VILLE INJL RIES
(Continued From Page One
voluntary
will cost $1,000, or more, based on
as the JACKSONVILLE, Fla. !UPI)
ago," Walston & Co. says. The other stiecial election costs.
Elizabethtoon, chairman of the Cross is recognized
Your. --Vaughan 'Wedeking and Greg
Miss Linda Boyd, daughter of
help.
of
symbol
worldwide
as
company sees the situation
Third, it has been said that if subeommittee, had sought the
the
and Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, Sharpe
The Calloway County Sheriff's indicating frozen capital is the sale of alcohol is made legal legalVoinion on several questions contributions will be most Nelson, two members of
Sp Kir & II
University. of Jacksonville bas- -Shreet, Murray, has been named Department and the Murray undergoing a thaw. Watson
Eubanks urged
Dr.
useful."
of
"necessity
the
inclutag
be Sble to control
ketball team, have been sideto the dean's list at Murray State Police Department will start advises: "Don't be afraid to that the law will
the
for
out to you splitting counties"
Dr. Eubanks, a native of lined with ankle injuries and
University for the fall semester. issuing citations on Monday. take a profit in part of holdings it better. Let me point
that, the same people that are districts. The original House plan Arkansas, came to Murray State are expected to miss the NCAA
Her standing was 3.44
Improper
March 8, 1971, for
—You can almost alwaYs find controlling and enforcing the law splits 31 counties in drawing the
ici
in 1967 from the faculty of Kansas sato, ilia! game with Wester
registration on those cars not something else that is more
today will be the same ones that district lines.
University, Manhatten. Kentucky March 13:
The Murray girl was also displaying 1971 license tags.
State
prieed."
rezisonably
will be enforsing the law when it The opinion said the over- Kansas. He received the PhD
named "Ideal Pledge" for the fall
Deadline for the purchase of
is made legal. If the officials riding factor in reapportionment from the University of Arkansas.
1970 semester of the Sigma Sigma the licenses was the last day of
N.1NIE GAME
cannot control the bootleggers was.cohmlitmee with the U. S. He and his wife, Wilma, live on THF:
Sigma social sorority. Miss Boyd, February. The cost is $12.50 per
)UPI—The first
1.ONIX
oneone-man
Supreme
Court's
the
home
control
can
they
in
before,
majoring
son,
have
and
a freshman
Hermitage Drive,
car and may be purchases at the
player to score a goal for Stoke
each
vote
meaning
ruling,
after.
bootleggers
and
with
licensees
majorette
economics, is a
Keith. and a daughter, Cathy,. City Saturday will du more
office of Marvin Harris, Callow ayThis will require a lot more work citizen's vote was to elect the
the Murray State University County Court Clerk.
Birthday of
than make a n5rite for himself
representation.
of
same
amount
same officials, and let
others assisting in the drR
band.
CF.10.11Dt'S NIERCATOR
The Almo School', Parent- from the
one for Mrs.
will be the The opinion said keeping are Mrs. Lanette Thurman -he will make
we
say
to
hasten
nie
1512' 1594
Teacher Association will meet
-Weaver's baby boy.
complacence public county boundaries for the School of Business, and member Linda
Flemish Marhemaiiciari
Monday, March 8, at two p m same
proud father,
infant's
The
,
if
permissable
would
be
districts
helping these elected officials.
of Scabbard and Blade, national
Geographer & Cartographer
he
population equality was still honorary military society, with Brian, is such a Stoke fan
Mrs. M. D. McGinnis, president,
Hoyt Roberts
Invented a Projection Map
born
infant
the
that
decided
has
urges all parent to attend.
819 Sha Wa Circle possible.
Cadette Orba Carr, officer-in- Tuesday will be named after
Also, the opinion noted that cfInTge.
Monday at 6:30 p. m. the Almo
Murray . K.
.
Stoke's first goal scorer.
recent Supreme Court cases had
PTA men's and women's
alloxed greater population
basketball teams will play. host
variance from equal in the
to the Kirksey PTA teams.
nets for state legislators than
Refreshments will be sold.
for the U. S. Congress districts.
Admission will be 25 and 50 cents.
As to how much over or under
The funeral of Thomas E. in population the districts could
2:00
Nance will be held today at
be and still meet the one-man
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H. onc-vote mandate, Breckinridge
Churchill Funeral Home with sail!. "The court have said they
Rev. A. W. Landis and Rev. Waid are not going to establish any
Copeland
officiating.
the
of
Unit
Murray
The
minimum or maximum deviation
National Hairdressers will meet Pallbearers will be nephews per centage.
For if they were to do to all
Monday, March 8, at 6:45 p.m. at who were Max, James, Shirley,
the Ezell Beauty School on North Paschall, William, and Phillip state legislatures would aim right
Nance, Bill and Byron Miller. at that particular figure rather
4th Street.
Following the business meeting Interment will be in the,Story's than to_ draw the best and most
a Retikin I apinal color clinic will Chapel Cemetery with the equal set of districts possible.nreckinridge said a study of
be held at 7:30 p rii. All members arrangements by --the J.
and non members are urged to be Churchill Funeral Home where last Jan. 1 by the National
.
legislative Conference for the
present, according to Mrs. Leta friends may call.
Nance, age 58, died Monday at Council of State Governments.
Norsworthy, president.
SpeakREFORMWELFARE
REAGAN SEEKS SWEEPING
the Georgia Baptist 'Hospital, Lexington, showed
reaping at Town Hall in Los Angeles, Gov, Ronald Reagan of
TW meaty ribs sold as eoun Atlanta, Ga. He was formerly of portionment "deviations of • not
state's
- California proposes a- sweeping reform of the
try or farm style ribs offer 'Calloway County.
more than 5 per cent may be safe
re-,
welfare system designed to remove "unneedy- from
more servings peo,pound than
Survivors are his wife Mrs. if the state consistently follows a
The
year.
a
million
$575
taxpayers
sate
lief rolls and
regular spareribs. Prepare them Thomas E. "Dottie" Nance, of criteria in which the county and
recipients to
the way you do regular spare• program would put able-bodied welfare
boundaries are res
Atlanta, Ga; three daughters,
loOpholes."
"legal
close
work, cut medical benefits and
ribs.
Mrs. Peggy Wilson of Murray and where each section of the
‘..;
Route Three, Mrs. Linda Dumas state is treated with exact
of Dexter, and Mrs. Rita Varble equality."
of Anchorage, Alaska; two sons
original House plan was
Larry and Bob Nance of Murray about 5 per cent over or under
Route Three; three sisters, Mrs. equality in the district's
C-anova Miller of Farmington populations.
Route One, Mrs. Susie Lawrence
of Detroit, Michigan and Mrs. vIIID HORSES IN LONDON
Floy Penrose of St. Louis, LONDON (UPI 1—A herd of
Missouri; three brothers, J. C. 20 wild horses is causing
and Edley Nance of Bell City and problems for residents of
Lendon Nance of Murray Route southeast London. Recently the
Three; two step-daughters, and horses smashed a fence surrounding a sewage plant and
twelve grandchildren
Wednesday they romped on a
soccer field. Police believe they
Juvenile In Custody
--A juvenile boy is now In the were abandoned by gypsies.
custody of the Calloway County
authorities regardWhe theft of (1)MIC CELEBRATION
four hams from the srpokehouse ‘I.DERSHOT, England (UPI)
hristopher Kyberd, 26, told a
of Prentice Tucker of near
had
he
Wednesday
Kirksey on Sunday night, ac- jo,!ge
iording to county officials.
identified himself to a policewindow at Roosevelt
V
man as Mickey Mouse, Spiro
m a ft k
.
TWO CITELlax
NIGHTLY TRIPLE — Two sets of triplets line up at the triple
J-8 TRACK
I RECORD ALBUI3
, Its. persons were cited by the 1: new and Donald Duck and
Rafe .ly in New York to become the first horse race fans to invest in the newest
a
doe:
bones_
11tiLlaSLIAJ.10 IV-Y.1.11W I
c-L.11.. 4sac./1111-111L1.1.114.1k— Ilig,
-Dr,
term nt-o agering
partnrent tuffiecl chicken_
becaus
third p.acs: otase.. ii tin' exact oryesterday and last night. They pyliCenian's raincoat
race, the bettor must select the first. second
Frahccis'and ROsalvn
%i fru for reckless driving and hi was happy at celehratino his
der of finish The II iplets are (from left) Shirley.
• boby's birth,
and Len. Dom .ind Gur Bit
make drunkennesS.

Dies; Rites Set

Purchase Area
Hog Market

iCitations Will Be
Miss Linda Boyd
Named, Dean's List ssued For Persons
Without 1971 Tags

POSTAGE KRSONALITIES
Mar. 5

Almo PTA To Meet;
Ball Game Planned

Hairdressers Plan
Clinic Here Monday
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Master Commissioner's Sale

Notice To Creditors
Mary Reid Cochran, Decal
Interest by the following deeds.
J. T. Cothran, Kirksey, Ken- THE COMMONWEALTH OF
Deed from W. T. Hatcher dated
Circuit
,Calloway
KENTUCKY
tucky, administrator
14, 1918, and recorded
September
and
DORAN
Court LAURINE
40, Page 93; Deed
Book
Deed
in
COORE,
LAVERNE
Goldia M. Curd, Dec'd
J. P. Tucker dated July 12,
from
ESTATE
THE
OF
EXECUTRIX
R.
finger-painting and allied skills. F. R. McKee! and Richard
By JOAN HANAtER
OUTLAND, 1919, and recorded in Deed Book
D.
L.
It also seems ironic that Smith, Route 8, Murray, Ken- OF
42, Page 111; Deed from F. M.
ARCHERD
By ARMY
DECEASED, Plaintiffs,
No
NEW YORK (UPI)
busing, such a controversial tucky, Executors
Morgan dated March 25, 1919,
Central Press Association
VERSUS
the
one really understands
subject among the middle class,
Correspondent
in Deed Book 43, Page
recorded
ux.,
et
WHITE,
FRANK
meaning of the word rejection is readily accepted by both the Lloyd Henry, Dec'd
HOLLYWOOD Movie audi263; and Deed from T. R. Jones
vir.,
et
WYATT
applying
BEVERLY
of
until
she
has
St.,
team
13th
begun
and
S.
-Henry,
218
M.
rich
very
Eunice
the
a
and
poor
see
loon
ences will
24, 1919,
improbable
to New York City •iiiirsery any parents sending their child Murray, Ky., Administrator
BEALE OUTLAND, et ux., and dated November
the world's most
43. Poet'
Book
Deed
in
recorded
Ernie
and
ux.
et
Davis
CRAWFORD,
schools.
in
T. W.
hippies-Bette
to private nursery school
427,
Personal rejection i• diffi- New York had bettet'be'very Bessie Hubbard Tucker, Dec'd Defendants.
Borgnine. They recently completed "Bunny O'Hare," which
cult enough to accept. but the rich or they will soon be very Ella Mae Quertermous, 1308
they made on location in and
TRACT NO. IV: Beginning at a
thought of school. turning poor.
NOTICE OF SALE
Wells Blvd., Murray. Ky., AdMexNew
Albuquerque,
around
rock 45 feet north of section line
down one's precious precothe
are
expensive
Less
the
plays
ministratrix
course,
of
ico. Bette.
Sections 23 and 26 in the
cious almost-three-year-old is church-run nursery schools,'aldividing
arid
judgment
story
a
of
virtue
the
By
is
"Bunny"
title role.
mother's
hair
enough
to
turn
a
of the Murray and
center
on
emfigure
still
so
can
Calloway
is
one
who
the
though
of
grandmother
sale
of
order
of a
Diven D. Dunn. Dec'd
gray, as if it didn't have a spending $1,000,including busbittered that she joins with an
Circuit Court rendered at the Wadesboro Road in Sections 23,
Route 1
Moore,
Hillman
good enough start already in ing. Why not skip the whole
escaped convict, Ernie, to rob
January 22 Term thereof 1971, in Township 2, Range 4, East;
Kentucky,
Paducah,
that direction.
banks. She sends the proceeds
thine Because all the other ministrator
above cause, for the set- thence north with said road 192
the
One begins this harrowing mothers in the area are sending
to her married children who are
of estate and its cost feet from the beginning point to a
tlement
money!
for
her
bugging
always
merry-go-round a full year be- their darlings, and there will
proceed to offer for rock tr. the center of said road;
shall
I
therein
Erand
Bette
Futrell,
Deed
W.
winners
Oscar
fore the little one is to attend. be no playmates for junior
2 feet to a rock;
/
film
House door in thence east 1871
the
Court
in
the
at
sale
hippies
nie dress as
You ask around among friends around the neighborhood play- William Futrell, P. 0. Box 665,
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest thence south 192 feat tiva rock;
to throw the police oft their
AdKentucky,
Murray,
magazines
and
get
neighbors,
ground.
2 1-e-et to the
/
trails and they escape from
bidder, at public auction on the thence west 1871
and books from the library
When the applications come ministrator
their robberies i which are altract of land
said
beginning,
1:00
at
1971,
March
of
day
nnsi
and go through a process that in from nursery schools, there's
a
ways unarmed ones i on
brick
two-story
a
contains
upon
thereabout,
or
p.m.,
o'clock
makes college selection look a small hitch -- many schools aggie Upchurch, Dec'd
motorcycle!
building known as the J W.
the
months,
V.
.
i
vs.ka..
egel
a
121166Witiplike
lark.
Aphn,
Sue
draMatlha
nor
comedy
an application-faei
want
It's neither
l'ottiaceoIn past years, some of the
-OAle, N. Y.
poorwill Lane, Roc
ma and Bette spent each day
06:X01.1-4431!"0
Manufacturing Factory.
role,
her
on
more. exclusive private _sabots. _
-in._ concentrating
Admialistrator. With.Haralcr-T: 11AL_
far iflilintir
the script and the shooting,
Next step is mother s visit Hurt, Agent, Attorney at Law,
much as she had done throughview prospective parents and to the school, sometimes ac- Murray, Kentucky,
Beginning at ALSO: One lot fronting 100 feet
TRACT NO..1:
moviemakout her 40 years of
children, but in this inflation- companied by father if he's
northeast corner at Two Twin on the Murray and Wadesboro
the
Makiag the scene on their motorcycle are two garishly-garbed recession period this have 1w.
mg and in her previous 99 films
2 Road running from Outland, et
/
Oaks, running south 78 poles 111
the type to put up with that eta "Kittty" Martin, Dec'd
As usual, on the set she never. hippies not easily identified beneath all that make-up as Ernie
comeless choosy. This al- sort of thing. You watch one R. B. Patterson, Route 2, Hazel, feet: thence west 61 poles: thence al., north line 100 feet; thence
and
Borgnine and Bette Davis-starring together in a forthcoming film. lows the parent the Opporsought out companionship2 feet; east 187,2 feet; thence south 100
/
teacher, one assistant teacher Administrator
north 78 poles and 111
did not indulge in conversation
was tunity to send her ehild to
temperature
the
ally
happicope
was
He
teacher
concerned..
student
to the feet to said Outland, et al . line;
were
poles
diand one
thence east 6I
with. visitors or those not
visitors around 30 degrees. That really school the family can't. pos2 feet to the
/
or so little ones . L. Crider, Deed_ _
30 thence west 1871
16
some
containing
with
corner,
rectly concerned with the scenes est when chatting with
beginning
•
I'll tell you! sibly afford,such asone 01
.&- as the noise level rises.
and-everymember of the Grew takes some acting.
'
-in Sections 23. 'being
beginnie
being shot. She pare the same
rServe.
107'
"
Mrs. Robbie-Brat-ideal,
It's lucky I'm a Yankee and I
less expensive ones. that charges
degree of attention to this char- of -Bunny" came to know him
Township 2, Range 4, East
And it is true that the child- Spruce, Murray, Ky., Adknow what winter is-and I
like
He,
friend.
personal
$1,050 per year, plus 1:150 ren are doing things that many
acterization as she did to those as a
ALSO: Beginning 78 poles and
love it."
ministratrix
that won her Academy Awards Bette, also knew his lines cold
for bus service.
mothers We in 't Arm at
•
•
•
2 feet ,south of the Northeast It is agreed, however, that a 45/
111
everyone
knew
In fact he
for. "Jezebel" and "Dangerous."
There is something a little
potential
mess
the
of
because
of land lying between
actual
these
that
• • •
_KNOW
"I
however,
Never,
too.
else's lines,
All persons having claims Quarter of Section 19. Township foot strip
disturbing about -.ending a
clay
painting,
watercolor
be convincing when
west 61 section line that divides Section
thence
East;
5,
Range
2,
JUST as she scorned everyone did Ernie seem to be preoccu- locations will
notified
are
estates
said
against
child to is-hisal for Ihn,
modeling, water play.
F:
on the screen and
in the "old days- on the sets pied about forthcoming scenes. they're seen
the Ad- poles; thence south 9 poles and 13 and 26 and the south line of
ing I. 100 for
At some schools you speak to present them to
the Indian pueblos and village a day and pay
to
always
is
al.,
et
Outland.
B.
poles;
of her alma mater. Warner
61
east
thence
Borgnine gave out hundreds
feet;
2
/
101
verified
will give the audiences someto the headmistress. At others ministrator or Executors
Bros.. Bette seldom joined the of autographs during the five
2 feet remain open as a street or
/
poles and 101
9
north
thence
be
to
law,
same
to
according
thosebut
didn't
extra,
thing
w
‘ou are asked, to observe
cast or crew at lunchtime at weeks in New Mexico. He would
2feet
/
tiith?beginning. The land herein irassway to the depth of 1871
great Hollywood artists make
out disturbing or even sjwak- presented to said Administrator
the long wooden tables provided sign everything except blank
af
land
-- yes even with B. ti' Davis
of
tracts
the
joins
which
109
.and
acres
3
being
conveyed
the
in
sets
1940s
back
beautiful
in due course of
for them. Instead, she dined checks- -which were often of1' F the flu at _ lug to teachers arid children. or Executors
welt it's interesting ,
running
and
etal.,
Outland,
B.
F.
?"Bette
concluded.
1950s
and
rods.
alone to keep -in character" fered him.
_
And yon feel pretty silly sitting law.
few days. But thina you get
back to H. E. Wall land. ( Being
For his side. Borgnine said. "I lonely and miss yo• r Waite. it
more effectively so she could deBette admitted to us that
This 3 day of March, 1971.
vote her thoughts to acting if -This was only the second pic- enjoy having fans interested in happens to alm
AISO: Sixty-two and one-half the same reservation contained
everyone. on chairs created for three
from H. E. Wall, et al.,
she cared to.
ture I've made on location and me. I must honestly say that if You have to be c 4'111 that you
posteriiirs.
Marvin Harri:s, Clerk ba 162' I acres off of the east side of in Deed
inter- I must „say those days in-Abe
XV*
the tract kola by M. Smith to W. dived October 19, 1921. and of
suddenly they weren't it would maintain your e iiactsirtiation
Judith Ainley DC
Next
stage
views when working-and also Hollywood 'studios were much hurt me. It still thrills me when for the screen .sactly as you
C. Hamlett; beginning at the record in Deed Book 46, Page 204,
rarely permitted photographs easier I did make 'Storm Cen- .a mother comes up and thanks want it even though yon mayNI the neat stage, presumcorner of the Northeast in Calloway County Court Clerk's
southeast
when not in a scene. She was ter in San Jose but even that me for 'McHale's Navy' and be longing for home,- Ernie said. ing you haven't already [wen
Section 19, Township_ Office.
of
Quarter
Ernie and Bette have wcirked
perfectly free about being pho- wasn't like being out in the what it has meant to her sons.
im lite discard pile, you
2. Range 5, East: thence west
iespect
,
on
togetlter
before
and
tographed in scenes and never elements in New Mexico.
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THREE BEDROOM house on
extra large lot. Has full
basement, furnace heat, plus a
three room garage apartment
and large shop building. This
place is located one block from
hospital and school. Will sell with
furniture or without.
WE HAVE the best supply of four
bedroom houses ever. We have a
beautiful four bedroom split level
with part basement with large
recreation room with fire-place,
large living room, three baths,
range, dishwasher, large patio
deck, two car garage. Located on
extra large shady lot in Sherwood
Fore4 Subdivision. Price has
been reduced, owner has left
town.
BEAUTIFUL four bedroom
house on Parklane. Has 2'1
baths, fire-place in den, carpet,
dining room, two car garage',
many many nice features priced
at $34,000.
ON KIRKWOOD we have a largel
house ideal for large family. Has
room upstairs large enough for
two or three rooms, central heat
and air, carpet, two car garage.
You will peed to see this house on
- this -beautifully -landscaped - lot.
IN CANTERBURY Estates we
have a four bedroom which is
exceptionally nice. Has den,
large dining area, dishwasher,
range, two car garage, entrance
hall with open stairs, patio and
priced to sell.
-7-ALSO IN Canterbury we havetwo-3 bedroom bricks, One with
dining room and double carport.
Both have central heat and air,
carpet,two baths, fully insulated.
-Owner will consider trading for
something cheaper.
IF YOU are considering buying
or trading it would be wise to do
so at once as materials are advancing fast, which means the
price of houses will have to take
an advance soon.
WE HAVE just listed a large two
bedroom brick on two acre lot on
,the Lynn Grove Highway, approximately two miles from
Murray. It has central heat and
air-conditioning, extra nice
carpeting, two baths, fire-place,
dishwasher, extra large utility.
large enough for an extra
bedroom, has 20x40 workshop,
carport. A well landscaped shady
lot. Not many like this is ever
offered for sale.
If you have property to.sell or
wish to buy see Hoyt or Ray
Roberts at Roberts Realty, 505
Main Street or call 753-1651 mfic
TWO BEDROOM brick with
paneled kitchen and den on
Concord Highway 2Ls miles from
Murray. 1'4 acres with apple
orchard and garden Space. City
M
-water. Phone 7534447
BY OWNER: Four bedroom,three bath, large fully equipped
kitchen includes; breakfast area,
seperate dining room, large
living room, 28x16 family room
with fire-place. Study or 5th
bedroom. Built in two car garage.
Quality construction includes;
gas forced heat, central air, dual
.pane windows throughout,
concrete
deck,
redwood
driveways and walks. Large
corner lot; purchase adjoining
lots optional. Three minutes to
new high school, five minutes to
MSU. Federal government
employee being transferred,
must sell. 753-6949 for apMliC
pointment.
EXTRA NICE three bedroom
home. Formal dining room,study
and additional clothes storage in
garage. All electric. Phone 753M8P
9556.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

••APPLICATIONS ARE now
being accepted for a nurse aide
training class to begin soon at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. Apply at Nursing OfMUG
fice."
CAR HOSTESSES wanted and
• part time cook. Apply in person
K-N Hoot Beer. 401
MSC
•
Scatnore.
FOR SALE OR

RENT

FOR SALE

Own Your Own
MAYTAG EQUIPPED

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

FIVE SILVERTOWN belted
tires, one new, never been used.
Four with less than 2,000 miles.
C.-78 15 inch, I same as old 8-25 15
inch.) Reasonably priced. Phone
M8
753-8609 after 5:30 p.m.

Call .

Commercial Laundry Dist., Inc.
r)v,ensboro, Ky. - Phone 684-0278

Per
Room $ari
Benefit" Day
Free Information

McCONNELL

Insurance
Agency

KLH STEREO, FM reciever,
model 20. Complete with two
seperate speaker systems.
Garrard record changer. A-1
SALE
condition. Reasonably priced.
44i INCH ELECTRIC Tappan Phone 753-8609 after 5:30 p.m.
range. Priced reasonable. Phone
M8C
•
753-3987
C FARMALL tractor. Good
-19613.BSA-1115rtTE-850-ce::-Phrone -crwittition. --Plow, cultivator ancl
M5P planter. $425.00. Phone 437753-2997.
M6C
4419.

T-

HOSP ITAL
INSURANCE

753-4199

AKC REGISTERED German
Shepherd puppies. Phone 436- FOUR FORMALS,and two party
• - M5P dresses, sizes 11 and 12. Phone
5841.
M5C
753-7258
SIX YEAR old Quarter horse.
Excellent pleasure horse. Phone AKC REGISTERED black and
MSC tan German Shepherd puppies, 8
436-2266
weeks old. Phone 489-2235 after
NEVER USED anything like 4:00 p.m.
M5F
it, say users of Blue • Lustre
carpet cleaner. Rent electric FENDER SOLID State amplifier
M6( and control cabinet. $300.00.
shampooer $1.00. Big K.
Phone 753-2863 after 5:no p.m.
M9C
BLUE LUSTRE not only rids
carpets of soil but leaves pile soft NINE REGISTERED Angus
and lofty. Rent electric sham- cows and three small registered
pooer $1. Western Auto, "Home heifers. Alpha Ford,435-4362 M5P
M6
of The Wishing Well."

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of--Hughes Point
Store
BOY'S CLOTHING,sizes from 10
14. Phone 753-4729 after 5:00
-to
753-302
40i-Mep4e St
M6C
ASSUME $18.00 a month.
payment on small piano—
Leaches Music and T. V. in
Dixieland Center. 753-7575 TFC
ELECTROLUX SALES 61 Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, -FarMarch 5C
mington, Kentucky.
AUCTION SALE
Saturday.
AUCTION SALE:
March 6, 1:00 p.m., 600 Poplar
Street, Murray. Furniture and
personal effects of the late Mrs.
Jessie Thurman.
Some items are: couch, chairs,
re-diners and rocker-9. Coffee,
end and center tables, lamps,
pictures and drapes, 9 x 12 wool
rug,„ Maple 1 2 bed, springs and
mattress, Oak dresser and Cedar
chest. Like new refrigerator and
like new 30 inch electric stove.
Lots of dishes and cooking
utensils. Radio, RCA Television,
window fan, linens and lots of
other items to numerous to
mention. Most of this merchandise is lika-new. For information call Otto Chester
Auction Serviee, Lynn Grove,.
435-4042. Not responsible in case
M5C
of accidents.
a—

NOTICE-

••••••

4" PLASTIC WELLS WITH 5-YEAR GUARANTEE
All drilling done by an experienced,
licensed well driller.
HIGHEST QUALITY AT REASONABLE PRICES!

*****************
PRIVATE MUSIC
LESSONS
in Bass Guitar, 5-String Banjo
and Classical Guitar are being
organized. Register now. Only
a limited number of students
will be accepted.
1965 PONTIAC LeMans, two door
If interested call:
hardtop. V8 automatic, console in
CHUCKS MUSIC
the floor, power steering and
brakes. 1963 Olds 98, four door
CENTER
hardtop with all power and no air.
1411 Main St., Murray,Ky.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Phone 753-3681
Corner of 6th and Main.
M5
***********41.

DIXIE WELL DRILLING

FOR RENT
1964 CHEVROLET two door
hardtop with factory air, power
steering and brakes Local car. TWO BEDROOM furnished
1963 Olds 98, four door hardtop. house, 317 Irvan Street. Phone J.
Just like brand new. Factory air H. Nix, 753-2617 or 753-3395 after
and all power. Cain and Taylor 5:00 p.m.
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
M5C
ECONOMICAL, APARTMENTS BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee Main.
HOUSE ON Cole's Camp Ground
and rooms to rent. For students Apartment, unfurnished, two
Road. Last house on right before ,
and others. Near campus. Phone bedroom, living room, kitchen,
1961 VALIANT, cheap. 1956 you get to the church. Three
and
bath.
utility,
Carpeted.
AirMarch 8C
753-4646
Chevrolet, V8. Straight shift. miles from MSU. If interested
conditioned,dishwasher,
M8NC
garbage Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. phone Mayfield 247-2539.
refrigerator,stove,
M5
TWO BEDROOM duplex, $75.00 a disposal. Across from Westview Corner of 6th and Main.
month. $50.00 deposit. Couple Nursing Home on South 16th St.
preferred. No pets. See at 1601 Phone 753-4974.
M9(
CARD OF THANKS
1968 EL CAMINO V8, power
College Farur Road or call
steering -and brakes. Vinyl r , We express our sincere thanks
2162.
.10x50, MOBILE. Home, two new tires. 1965 Buick Elecour neighbedrooms, air-conditioned. Nice tra,four door hardtop, all power and appreciation to all
bors and friends who were so
two
miles
location,
from
town.
Real
air.
car.
sharp.
and
Local
TWO BEDROOM modern house,
helpful and kind to us in the death
Cain and Taylor Gull Station.
near Panorama Shores, car- Phone 901-642-5370 after 4:00
our Mother and Grandmother,
of
p.m.-•
Mt
M1OP Corner of 6th and Main.
peted. Phone 436-2266
M5(
•
Eleanor Greenfield Wallace.
Especially do we-thank Dr. Hugh
furnished
ROOM
THREE
ONE BEDROOM apartment, 1963 CHEVROLET Impala, fair Houston and nurses of the conapartment. Carpeting,' garbage
furnished and .air-conditionecl. condition. 1957 GMC truck. valescent division. the Linn
disposal, tile bath. Can be seen at
Water and sewer furnished. All Reasonable. 512 Rear South 12th, Funeral Home, Brother Connie
Owen's Food Market. 1407 West
MB' behind Boone's Laundry. M8NC Wyatt and singers. For alt' the
M5C electric. Phone 753-9741.
Main.
flowers and consoling words from
ONE BEDROOM furnished 1968 SKYLARK GS, 400 cubic every one.
FURNISHED UPSTAIRS one
apartment. Immediate oc- inch 'engine, Hurst four speed, May God bless each of you.
airapartment,
bedroom
cupancy. Air-conditioned; Astro wheels, vinyl roof, Mrs. Essie Jones, Mrs. Altie
Water
and
conditioned.
washers, dryers available. $1,400.00. Phone 492-8612 after Elkins, Mr. and Mrs. 0. E.
cablevision furnished. Couple
M8( Greenfield, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Zimmerman Apartments, South 5-00 p.m.
preferred. No pets. Phone 7531TI
Hurt and Grandchildren.
16th Street. Phone 753-6609. M8C
6850 af!er- 5:00 p.m.
MfiNC
1963 PI.YMOUTH 6, four door,
ley; tires and brakes, 71 license.
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
Good condition, S350.00. Phone
753-2695 after 4:00 p.m.
M8.

3 Miles - Hwy. 79E - Paris, Tenn.
Phone 901.642-2342

WANTED TO BUY

TRAILER SPACES FOR RENT

800 BALES Timothy hay, 70cents WANT TO BUY a commercial
M6 planer. Phone 753-4858 after
per bale. Phone 436-5875.
----4:00 p.m.
M8F
MOBILE HOME in beautiful
shape. 1968 model with regular
home carpet and air-conditioned. WANT TO buy; logs and standing
Perfect for a small family. You hinter. Also have for sale lumber
can't buy a new cine to beat this. and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill
Price, $3,700.00. Phone 753-6737 and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
M61
alter 5700
TFC
NOTICE

NOTICE

411••

••••••

/WOO,

SERVICES OFFERED

AUTOS FOR SALE
1966 DATSUN pick-up truck. 1963
Olds 98, red with white top. All
power and factory air. Well worth
the money. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and
Main.
MSC

WATER WHEN YOiJWANrfr..

WHITE FORMAL, size 10 tall.
Worn one time. Excellent conM8(
dition. Phone 753-7511.

OPENING SOON IN

SERVICES OFFERED

0 0

TWENTY . JERSEY cows and
twelve Jersey heifers. Phone 435M8P
5285.

HIGHLANDER CENTER

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

MINIATURE SCHNAUZERS,six
weeks, captivating personalities,
non shed coats, $50.00 to $85.00.
Phone area 901-247-3345. Melody
Ayre Kennels, Buchanan, TenM81
nessee.

Business Opportunity

Nice, shady, quiet trailer park, with all
modern facilities. On Highway 94 East, one
block from Kentucky Lake.

Kenlake Trailer Park
Phone 474-2247
PI A‘I I.'.
414tits,
,,tkr 54

1

•

,r
CONFCE,
r

ORDON'S.fRUIT and FISH MARKET

475T T:ME MONTN5
:EL 7,47 THERE ..)1)5T
RE SOME HOPE FOR ME
_(
(

1969 DATSUN,2,000. New top. See
at 1634 Hamilton or phone 753M9C
8918.

LOOK
IN THE

1970 PLYMOUTH Grand coupe
with factory air and power. 1968
Buick Electra. Factory air and
all power. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and
M5C
Main.

LiJAAT

WANT
ADS
'OUR &WO 51.)6AR'S PROBABLY
lJP... FRE CENTS, PLEASE!

'YOU THINK, LUCY ?

Hwy. 94 — East ot Murf4y
WITH
3-lb. bag of
COUPON
YOUR CHOICE
1 -lb. Mixed
Good Through 3/8/71
tRtt

Apples
Candy

.5 g
Nancy
--AND
COME
QUICK

1U

ER ---I FORGOT
ABOUT MAKINGTHAT SNOWMAN
•

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES OFFERED
t
tO
fa

If/ST: -WHITE male Pekingese.
FURNITURE RF.PINISHING.
Answers to name of Charlie. All
work guaranteed. 'Free
Phone 751-4707 or 753-8175.
'pickup and delivery. Free
WIC estimate. Antique or natural
Reward.
•.
finish. Jerry McCoy,753NOTICE
3045.
March 31C

'OA
^
o0 ro

kw.* ••••••••••

`VW

moles

URANUS
Zat Your Home

01,k\

HELP WANTED
RAWLEIGH WILL set you up in
your own business with a small
investment. For information
write giving phone no.: Ray
. Harris, Rawleigh Co., Freeport,
ITC
111 61032

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Are Poison

The Colonials
*.e.:)0,
SICK OF
COLA, WE4Te.--4Ec2

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelles Termite
and
Pest Control
Murray, Ky.
100 S 13th Street
Phone 753.3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
P° licensed -by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce

.167' MODEL HOUSE trailer, 10 x
air-conditioned. electric heat
m8410111111•1111110.MININIIIIMIE1101.11.10111.111
Inc 753-25&I

T VVOIZIZY,
YOU'LL MAKE IT`

I. WISH I wAS SOME
a•T'....;ir Pl.ACE VVIAEIZE
IT NEVER &ETS GOLD: E.VEg

sr%

ROACH'S
Carry Germs

Protect Your Home!

-

DOZING, $8.00 per hour No job
too small. No large jobs please.
Reliable service. New man in
Murray area. Phone 753MW
8548.

—7

W'11.1. DO ironing in my home. 20
cents per piece. Phone 492&160.
• M6C

RAILROAD WELDING and
wrtaight- iron 'shop. East Maple
Street,. across from Murray
1.uniber Co., owned by Dan
Hutson, operated by Bandi
Phone 753-1913. •
APRII.7(

WANTED: SECRETARIAL or
or
position
stenographic
babysitting, experienced. Will
work full time. Phone 767.
MW
3777

FOR All your home alterations
rcpairs4emodeling. etc. new or
old. Free estimates. Call 7536113.
March 29NC

OrN)
'5

L'il Abner
Lit ONE- FAULT'S ONE
FAULT MUST BE HID UNDER
THAT e•URLAP !SAG ft

no!!
nO"
ne
no!!
no"
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Soul singer
recounts past

Po,

By CAROLYN A. BOWERS always try something new. I
never sing a song the same way
NEW YORK (UPI)-Pro- twice."
fessional singer Irene Reid's
Miss Reid, winner of the
life has been one happy ballad Ballantine Musical Achieveof singing the blues and bring- ment Award, 1967-68, is curing up babies.
rently doing the night club
The career of this "soul" circuit. She has appeared on
singer from Savannah, Ga.. is several radio and television
zooming with her latest record. shows, including Johnny CarThe children, all five of them, son's and a New York area
are grown or nearly so, and show "Positively Black." She
accordingly, Miss Reid has
time to reflect on what it's all
been about.
Communication is the Secret, she said in an interview in
the luxurious living room of
her Bronx apartment. Especially communicating with
the children-"I believe in talk.
izig to children at an early age,
and being open with them.
"You can't wait until
they're all 11 or 12 years old.
It's too late then. Kids today
know so much."
youngsters in Maas I
The
Reid's life are Michael, 21, a'
former Marine volunteer; Bernard, 19, a student at St. Xavier's college in Chicago; Raymond. 16; Gregory, 15; and
Gwendolyn, 13. Miss Reid is
divorced from the children's
father, but remarried seven
years ago. Her two youngest
sons live with their father in
Cleveland. Professionally, she
uses her first husband's
_
surname.
Although.many __people axe
just discoveriag Irene Reid for
the first time, she has had a
singing career for close to 23
years. "Although my kids
were very young during the
early years of my career, they
knew I wanted to sing," she
said. "I've had very few problems-with them.
"With small kids I worried
to a point, but never to the

•

.•

lt•

w CHI

both encouraged her to ex'
plore other possibilities before
she chose civil engineering.
"I did think about teaching
mathematics," she said.
"There wasn't much point of
my taking home economics
because I had been making
my own clothes since the ninth
grade. Cooking isn't a probkm,either."
As a matter of fact, Mrs.
Loyd sees similarities in deHer father is a civil en- signing slid constructing
gineer. Her mother reads civil clothes and buildings,
But
engineering magazines.
"You're just using different

ing toward a master's degree
in electrical engineering at
Texas Tech. She we/it • into
civil engineering despite discouragement from teachers,
counselors, and her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H.
Eterilthill of Richardson, Tex.
"I expect to have both a
family and a career, with opportunities to give proper attention to both," Mrs. Loyd

rs. Loyd is the hr.( vio•
man to receive a maker'.. degree in civil engineering from
Texas Tech Univeraity. She
wishes more women would see
the'advantages of 6411 engineering as a career.
She is the wife of
6. Richard Levis-who is ft ork-

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
The life story of French singer
Piaf, "The. Little
Edith
Sparrow," will be filmed by
Warner Bros. with Ken Russell
producing and directing.

Prices Good thru Monday,
March 8

NEW

LADIES

One S!zq Fits All

FLARE LEG

NYLON

JEANS

PANTY
HOSE.

IN WHITE BELE, NAVY AND STRIPES
WASHABLE

COLOR
MATES_
FOR MEN

$533

Will Not Shrink

Matching. ... Slacks - Jackets
Sport Shirts All Permanent Press
in green, gold, blue & brown

52% Polyester, 1 77% Combed
48% Combed Cotton
Cotton, 23%
Polyester

MENS
,SHORT SLEEVE

FLAIR B3TTOM

JUMP SUIT

PANTS

in blue, gold and green

$366

sizes S-M-L

$966
TENNIS RACKETS
Caravelle

MARCH, THE KITE FLYING MONTH
88c
snaps open, needs no tail.
Hi Glow Plastic Box Kite,
88c

Sport King
13.44
National King Court Prop '4.88

ETU

W1NDBREAKERS
,With hidden hood, zipper pockets. and
draw strings.

e
— -In -red, white, blue,

nivy, and -yellow.—$

1 77

5" BOWL or 91 2-OZ.

GLASS
PERCOLATOR

MUG
STACKER
in white, blue, red,
yellow or green

Bowl lifts out for easy cleaning.

$997

4/77

SHELL

$

2-ply - 1 Rolls

VO5 lc SALE
1

WITH LAMM
Bubbles clean, leaves no ring!

37c

=FM=
BANKAMERICARD

8;

with washable 8"
shade in various
designs and shades

OZON BALSAM

MR. BUBBLE
12-oz

BOTH
FOR gla
Compare at $1.44

' BOUDOIR .44
LAMPS

n oz. 77c
753-87 17

INSTANT HAIR
PROTEIN
CONDITIO
NER
With
New hair
seconds!
beauty in 60
COMPARE AT 11 75

97

BelAir Shopping Center
res of Free Parking

$888

88c

1

66c
88c
17c

NORTHERN

BATHROOM
TISSUE
4-Roll Tissue

2/77c

GIRLS SPORTY NEW

$333
. 11

-oz bottle of Shampoo
and a 3.5 oz. bottle of
Shampoo

2/77c

jeami
lohnniey CCishRile*
y Bill
Cosby * flip Wilsoo
* Roger Williams * Ray
Charles * Vanity Fare
* Dionne Warwick
Many Others )1 99
Difg's. List Pric_e up to '439

manmude uppers.
.Easy-on strap-and- buckle
styling
Sizes V2-11 (Lotted)
•Flexible cushion crepe sole
Brown
Reg. 14.97

13 so. ft

Tape Cartridges

DEMI
BOOT (191)
•Grained easy-care

97

GALA
TOWELS

OVER 1,000 8 TRACK

MENS

loti either mock turtle or V-neck.
Large variety of colors.
M L

'6.88

Professional Champ si 3.44
Capri
'9.88
Wilson Championship Extra Duty '2.66
3 Match Point '1.99
Tennis Balls,

PROCTOR SII.EX
9-Cup Automatic

Women's 100% Nylon Double Knit Sleeveless

B
C The Sky Raider, the world's altitude
record kite. 35.531 ft., it has a
wing span of 4 ft.
D. Giant Hi Glow Plastic Kite.
E. Spinwinder. Spins in, spins out kite
cord easily. Holds 1,000 ft. of line.
F. 400 ft. of Kite Cord.

wiism

WOMMS NYLON

$833

A The Hustler Automatic Kite.

Si National King

Wilson
Tennis Presses
97,

PANT91-10SE

pr.77

MENS
DOUBLE KNfT
100% POLYESTER

Slacks

Jackets

Miss Reid began her singing
career in 1948 at Harlem's
Apollo Theater. She won first
prize during one of its celebrated Amateur Night contests,
joining a list that includes Ella
Fitzgerald and Sarah Vaughn.
She was 18 at the time. She
had come to New York with a
background in the church choir
and school chorus.
"When I first came to New
Ytirk- -I worker/ in- a shoe factory," she said, pausing to
scold one of two pet poodles.
'1 used to sihg all the time
while putting cement on the
shoe soles. .My foreman told,
use I should go to the Apollo's
arr.ateur night. I went, won
a-id never went koet to the
-hoe factor?, again, not even
tor my pay.
After her success at the
Apollo, Miss Reid appeared at
kseS1 clubs. Her first big pro,-'fessional break came 13 years
later when she was hired to
sing with the Count Bask
band. She toured extensively
with the Basic band from November, 1961, to December of
the next year. She also recorded with the bane! -during
this period but did not make a
name for herself. The record
company failed to identify her
on the album.
In 1963, with the big band.
experience behind her, Miss
Reid teamed up with the John
Young Trio and opened at
Chicago's Sutherland Lounge.
That
led to a recording contract.
Although
she has been
labeled as a jazz singer, Miss
Reid does not restrict herself
to just one type of music.
— -"Prni diversified
in
my
singing.- she said. "I do
.balIjand blur- too.!*
The soulful singer never had
yoke les-•
mil. fin. all Intim.
but Ln.-y. after five
iiiiie.
that I pi-t 111111(111 'I do it •
'she said. -The instructor told
me nol to -h.% rm.tee'lli oil
to hold no mouth in an 10.
lint 1 knew I hat if I did that
I ii lose my feeliil and my
-sod
-11 hit I would lie doing
would IS' f•II.• I Ilk. tor ins
aiidtene, to Ie. I Slott I 111
•I •
locritnent with m%
artil

By MICHAEL O. WESTER
LUBBOCK, Tex. (I Ph
Jana Berryhill Loyd is a 5foot, 2-inch civil engineer who
doesn't think the terni--101)
and "engineer" are contrxlic-

Piers life

r

I,

Who says enghieer can't be lady, too?

said that she would like to try
the college concert tours. Critics feel that her latest
album, "The World Needs
What I Need," (Polydor) will
establish her as a major force
pop
on the contemporary
scene. "I haven't reached my
peak yet," Miss Reid said,"but
it looks like I might get that
million seller this time . .

.116

point where I couldn't do my
work. I always had a housekeeper who was like a mother
to take care of them. I didn't
worry. I knew everything was
beautiful.
•
"I've always
beeh very
strict with them, but not
to overly strict. Just to the point
where they knew right from
wrong. If you discipline them
correctly at an earl) age. it
pays off later. My children tell
me now, Nom. I know what
you meant.'
"All of them love to sing
and dance except Bernard.
He's an, athlete," she said.
"Gwendolyn has a good voice.
She keeps asking me when I'm
going to get her an audition.
I told her I had to get mine

FRIDAY—MARCH 5 1971
pre-enguicering subjects.
"The profession of civil en
gineer is respected and the
career is challenging," she said.
materials," she said.
ever71 have to support a
family I beliare-.111 be able
Youthful interest
to do it-and dO it well.'
Jane's father is chief of the
There are many interesting
Dallas Engineering Division 0E subjects included in civil en
the U.S. Army Corps of En- gineering, Mrs. Loyd said
gineers. Her. own interest in There are part time work and
civil engineering began when
package jobs that can be don'
she was eight years old and at home which makes
the'job
first began to understand her easy to combine
with a family.
father's work.
Women's lib! Mrs. Loyd
She maintained an "A"
just
doesn't dig it.
average through high school,
"I believe a woman ought
taking all mathematic coutses to get
paid for a job," she
offered, mechanical drawing,
physics, chemistry and other said. "But I really don't un
derstand women's lib."

ONE-STRAP
(5033-5034)
•Scuff-proof manmade uppers
•One-strap styling with eyelet
trim and sporty
•Combination last for a sure fit.
Sizes 81 2-3 (Imported)
Black & Brown

SATIN SPUN
AND DIAMOND GLOW

ft

CEILING
FIXTURE
No tools needed just
screw it into the
socket
42
"

•••

SEE OUR OTHER AD ON PAGE 6
Mon - Sat 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunclay lz 30 '6 p.m

•

